The Globalization Index
A.T. Kearney, Inc., Foreign Policy Magazine, and
the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace
hen you can measure what you are speaking
about, and express it in numbers, you know
something about rt," the British physicist
Lord Kelvin once observed. "But when you cannot measure
it, when you cannot express it in numbers, your knowledg.
is of a meagre and unsatisfactory kind."
"Unsatisfactory" ir the word that best describes the contemporary debate over globaltzation. There seems to be a

66

consensus

that globaltzation-whether economic, political,

cultural, or environmental-is defined by increasing levels

of

interdependence over vast distances. But few people have
undertaken the task of actually trying to measure those levels of interdependence. For instance, how do we determine
the extent to which a country has become embedded within the global economy? How do we demonstrate that globahzatton is racing ahe ad, rather than just limping along? And
how do we know just how worldwide the-World-WideWeb

Slngapore leads the'rarnk1ngs as the most glob.al,

integration on various technological measures,

nation in the index, due in large part to its high

the United States remains less integrated in
economic terms, leaving it twe!fth in th, ind.*,

trade levels, heavy international telephone

traffic, and steady itream of international
travelers, European nations round out the rest of
the top five counkies. Despite high levels of
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has become?

Like the physical universe that Lord Kelvin sought to
understand, globalization may be too vast a concept to be
fully captured by todayi still limited set of statistical measurements. But that same challenge has not deterred physicists
from their relentless pursuit to measure with ever greater
accuracy the forces that hold the universe together. Nor
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Message from Wilson Center Director Lee
he Woodrow 'Wilson International Center for
Scholars is pleased to co-publish, together with the
United States Department of Housing and urban

This issue also

II. I{amilton

places

emphasis on the rapidly accel-

erating impacts of new infor-

Development (HUD), our second issue of Global Outlook.
-We
welcome HUD Secretary Mel Martin ez as our new
partner in this effort to highlight important urban research
and best practices from nations, regions, cities, and commu-

mation

nities throughout the world. Secretary Martinez served as
the elected Chairman of Orange Counry, Florida. In that

from A.T. Kearney and the
Carnegie Endowment for

the chief executive of a counfy government

International Peace, publisher
of Foreign Policy rnagazine. In a
closely related article, 'Wilson
Center Senior Policy Scholar
Leslie Simon reviews Internet

capacrty, he was

that includes within its boundaries the Ciry of Orlando,
Disney World, and nearly one million residents. The rapid
growth of Orange Counfy and its surrounding metropolitan
region in central Florida made Chairman Martin ez the ideal
public official to be appointed by Governor Jeb Bush as
Chairman of the State of Florida's Growth Management
Study Commission. Growth management is a major issue
for urban areas both in the United States and around the
world, and, thus, in this issue of Global Outlook,we reprint
a portion of the final report of Florida's Growth

technology

and

telecommunications on urban
areas. One article explains the

new "Globaltzatton Index"

policy and digital development in Malaysia and Africa,
excerpted from his newly published-Wilson Center book,

that touch on aspects of
the technology and New Economy themes include Mario
Pezzint's analysis of regional territorial policies in the
I,JetPolicy.Com. Additional articles

Organi

zation for

Economic Cooperation

and

Management Study Commission produced under Secretary
Martin ez' leadership.
Another major theme addressed in this issue is economic
development and qualiry of liG in developing nations. Here

Development, Joel Kotkin and Ross DeVol's Milken
Institute study of knowledge-value cities in the digital tge.,
and work by the United Nations, governments, and universities applying Geographic Information Systems (GIS) to

we highlight the important work of the United Nations

addressing urban challenges.
Finally, this issue takes ahard

Centre for Human Settlements (Habitat) and the upcoming
"Istanbul + 5" meeting in New York to move forward on
measures to eliminate global urban poverfy. Our previous
issue included an article from the-World Bank on the Cities
Allianc e, ar7 important new partnership in the battle to end
poverfy and deprivation. This issue contains related thematic
articles on the "Making Cities'Work" initiative of the U.S.
Agency for International Development, the Summit of the
Americas, Fannie Mae's important international activities to
promote new financing mechanisms for affordable home'World
ownership, and the
Bank's commendable efforts to
help reform properfy rights in Peru and expand access to formal credit markets for low-income families.
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look at the role of non-governmental organtzations and crtizen participation in urban
development, with articles by Aprodicio Laquian on metro-

politan planning in the Philippines, Marc Weiss on communify development corporations in the United States, and
Douglas Spiro on international grassroots action to promote
interracial and intergenerational healing.
The Woodrow-Wilson Center is delighted to forward to
you this second issue of Global Outlook. o

Florida's Growth Management Study Commission:
Preparing Livable Communities and Regions
for the New Economy
MEL MARTINEZ
[f.S. Departrnent of Housing and Llrban Development
f,ditors' I\ote: U.S. Housing and Urban Development
Secretary Mel Martinez served as the Chairman of the State

of

Florida's Growth Management Study Commission,

which released its final report on February 15,

2001

. The

following is an excerpt from the report:

TIME FOR BOLD CHANGE
This Commission believes that it is the State's highest prioriry to achieve a diverse, healthy, vibrant and sustainable
economy. By promoting a cltrnate which provides economic stabiliry, maximizes job opportunities and increases
income for its workforce, Florida will be in the best fiscal
position to address the other major challenges of our State
which are education, infrastructure, the environment, public
safety and social services. Our proposed reforms for growth
management have been guided by this principle. For more
than 25 years, Florida has tried various legislative approaches to address the stresses of our State's rapid growth. These
efforts resulted in a mandate to create a vertically integrated, state, regional and local comprehensive planning system.
As a result of landmark legislation passed 15 years ago, all
472local governments in Florida have adopted comprehensive plans that attempt to address the communiry's current
and future plans for land use, natural resource protection and
provision of infrastructure. These mandates raised the minimum bar for planning efforts in this State, and have produced some significant positive results.
Yet, these prior efforts have fallen short of our collective
aspirations, and some requirements, such as traffic concurrency, had unintended negative effects. We agree with the
assessment

in the

Executive Order establishing this

Commission, that although the processes established by
these laws were well intended, the qualiry of growth has not
met our expectations, the strains on infrastructure have been

only marginally reduced and, in essence, we have created a
more complicated, more costly process without the expected corresponding benefits. Traffic congestion, school overcrowding, loss of natural resources, decline of urban areas
and conversion of lands without adequate infrastructure are,
despite our laws, growing problems throughout the State.
There is a tendency to equate new development as the
only cause of growth-related problems, rather than to recogrtrze that new development is a free market way of acconunodating the demands of our State's rapid population and economic growth. We cannot continue to erroneously conclude
that techniques that target only the effects (development) will
somehow change the root cause (population growth), and that
i..',;t'ti

a regulatory framework applied
on a project- by-project level,

will be more effective than

a

broad and innovative incentivebased approach, coupled with

new sources of revenues. This is
one reason why the "concurrency" model has failed to meet
our needs.

Although information pre-

sented to the Commission
demonstrates some successes in
our current system, we can and
must do a better job of rnanaging our growth than we have in the past.'We have reviewed
our progress, evaluated the successes and disappointments of

our current efforts, those of other states, and our own local
governments, and attempted to adapt and evolve them into a
program for the new century.
Floridab population growth remains one of the highest
in the nation. According to the latest census data, approximately 16 million people currently live in the State. That
number is expected to increase by more than 6 million over
the next 25 years, and by B million in the next 30. Our elderly population is expected to grow at an even faster rate
and to comprise over 25 percent of Florida's residents by the
year 2025..While our school-age population is expected to
be a smaller percentage of the total population by 2025 than

at present, the number of school-age children will still
expand tremendously over that time period, and is projected to increase sharply around 2020 as the baby boom echo
generation's children reach school age.All of the favorable

attributes that Florida possesses will assure that population
growth will continu e at a rate exceeding most of the country, primarily due to inmigration. Seasonal population
changes and tourism create enormous spikes in demands on
community services and facilities. Our economic success
and technological progress is likely to increase the demand
for housing choices in the future, and our suggested changes
acknowledge the fundamental principles of personal choice
and properfy rights.
No system should be immune from change, and our
growth management system is no exception. A realistic look
at the results of our past efforts, combined with the imperative of still rapid population growth, demand that we seek
CONTINUHD ON PAGE 9
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should it deter those who seek a deeper undersranding of
globahzation and its impact on the contemporary world.
-Without
some means to quantifir the extent of glob altzatron,
any meaningful evaluation of its effects will remain elusive.
'With this challenge in mind, we presenr
the A.T.
Kearney / Foreign Policy Magazine Globali zation IndexrM,
which offers a comprehensive guide to glob ahzation in 50
developed countries and key emerging markets worldwide.
The Globali zation Index "reverse-engineers" globaltzation
and breaks it down into its most important component
parts. On a country-by-country basis, it quantifies the level
of personal contact across national borders by combining
data on international travel, international phone calls, and
cross-border remittances and other transfers. It charts the
World-Wide Web by assessing not only its growing number
of users, but also the number of Internet hosts and secure
servers through which they communicate, find information,
and conduct business transactions.
The Globali zation Index also measures economic integration. It tracks the movements of goods and services by
examining the changing share of international trade in each
country's economy, and it measures the permeabiliry of
national borders through the convergence of domestic and
international prices.The index also tracks the movements of
money by tabulating inward- and outward-directed foreign
investment and portfolio caprtal flows, as well as income
payments and receipts.

Given the unprecedented range of factors that the
Globalization Index encompasses, we believe that it is a
unique and powerful tool for understanding the forces shaping todayi world. And the results of this year's index prove
startling. Much of the conventional wisdom cherished by
both champions and critics of glob altzation collapses under
the weight of hard data, ranging from the pace and scale of
global integration and the characteristics of the "digital
divide" to the impact of glob ahzatron on income inequaliry

ulation estimated at more than 250 million and growing,
more people in more distant places have the opportunify for
direct communication than ever before.
The expansion of information technologies adds to
globalrzation in ways other than factlttating communication.
Some nations fear that the Internet is an engine driving U.S.
cultural hegemony. Others see the Internet as a catalyst for
creating global cultural communities, from Moroccan sports
enthusiasts rooting for their favorite Canadian ice hockey
team to anti- globahzation protestors mob tltzing against the
World Trade Organi zation and the International Monetary
Fund. The Internet also is an unprecedented means for disseminating ideology to a global audience, wherher it is prodemocracy activists in Serbia rerouting dissident radio
broadcasts to the-World-Wide'Web or Chechen rebels maintaining their own online news service.
The full impact of information technologies on political and social life is not easily measured. Bur it is possible
to gauge their effects on the economic sector. Information
technologies make it possible for nations to sustain deeper
levels of economic integration with one another. Nowhere
is this integration more evident than in financial markets,
which use advanced information technologies to move
$1.5 trillion around the world every d^y. For the United
States, cross-border flows of bonds and equities alone are
54 times higher now than they were in 1970. Such flows
have multiplied by 55 times for Japan and 60 rimes for
Germany.

At first glance, these trends lend credence to the popular
notion that globahzation is fast creating a world that, as former Citicorp Chairman -Walter -Wriston put it, is "tied
together in a single electronic market moving at the speed
of light." But a closer look reveals that global integration
appears to be growing no more rapidly now than it has been
rr.,e,y even be slowing down.

for years, and its pace

democr atrzation, and corruption.

The A.T. Kearney / Foreign Policy Magazine Globahzatron
IndexrM rnay not settle the question of whether globahzation does more good than harm. But the index provides an
objective starting point for a debate rhat has rypically relied
more on anecdotal evidence than empirical facts.

LEADERS OF THE PACK
In recent years, indicators of global integration have shown
remarkable growth. The number of international travelers
and tourists has risen, now averagrng almost three million
people daily-up from only one million per day in 1980.
The latest data from the United Nations Conference on
tade and Development show that foreign direct investment
jumped 27 percent in 1999 to reach an all-time high of
$865 billion, while total cross-border flows of short- and
long-term investments have more than doubled between
1995 and 1999. Due to the falling cost of international telephone calls and the rising levels of cross-border activiry, the
traffic on international switchboards topped 100 billion
minutes for the first time in 2000. And with an online pop-
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Why does globahzation remain sluggish even

as

indica-

tors of technological integration-the number of Internet
hosts, online users, and secure servers-continue to grow
exponentially? The data from our broad spectrum of developed and developing markets suggest that global economic
integration has wound down to something of a crawl. The
drop in total trade to and from the 50 countries surveyed
weighs particularly heavy in this slowdown. The chief cul*
prit was the series of financial crises that rippled through
Southeast Asia,LatinAmerica, and Russia in the late 1990s.
Strong growth in portfolio investments and foreign direct

An overwhelming

majoii$,of economic

activity linked to information and
communications tech nology is
concentrated in the industrialized
world, with developing nations lagging
far behind. But there is also a divide

within the divide, with the United
States, Canada, and the Scandinavian
countries far outpacing most West
European economies.
Norfli Arnerl0artsir,: ,
:,
five times.mo€rwiied
than Wesbrn,luibpq,

investment helped to moderate these declines, and the value
of world trade has rebounded since 1999. As a result, we see
a situation in which economic glob ahzatron slowed even as
technological globahzation continued at a rapid clip.
Some nations have pursued integration with the rest of

the world more aggressively than others.The most globaltzed countries are small nations for which openness allows
access to goods, services, and capital that cannot be produced at home. In some cases, geography has played an
important role in sustaining integrated markets. The
Netherlands, for instance, benefits from (among many
other factors) its position at the head of the Rhine, which

knits together countries that account for almost three
quarters of total Dutch trade. In other cases, such as
Sweden and Switzerland, relatively small domestic markets
and highly educated workers have given rise to truly global companies capable of competing anywhere in the world.
And a host of other factors has contributed to the globalv^tion of other small states. Austria, for example, benefits

from heavy travel and tourism, while remittances from
large populations living abroad contribute to Ireland's inte-

gration with the outside world.
Singapore stands out clearly as the world's most global
country. The country far outdistances its nearest rivais in
terms of cross-border contact between people, with per
captta international outgoing telephone traffrc totaling nearly 390 minutes per year. Singapore also boasts a steady
stream of international travelers, equal to three times its total
population. In contrast, the United States hosts only onesixth that level of international tourists and travelers and can
claim less than one-fourth the per captta outgoing international telephone traffic.
Yet in recent years, Singapore has struggled to maintain
high levels of trade, foreign investment, and portfolio investment, which help support its glob ahzation lead. The Asian
"flLt" is partly to blame, since the financial crisis undermined
the entire region's economic performance. But Singaporei
slow progress in privatizing state industries, its failure to win
endorsement for a regional free-trade agreement, and its
tight controls over Internet development have also slowed
its integration with other countries.
Another country that ranks high on the Globali zation
Index is the Netherlands. But here, the story is largely economic. Within only a few short years, the Dutch have both
invested heavily in other countries and seen foreign participation in their own economy rise to levels that few other
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nations have been willing or able to sustain. In the wake

of

aggressive reforms that have stripped regulations and
enhanced labor flexibiliry, foreign investment increased from
B percent of gross domestic product (GDP) in 1995 to more
than 19 percent of GDP in 1998. Likewise, portfolio investments grew from only 5 percent to more than 30 percent
over the same period, the highest levels in the world-more
than double those in France and Germany and 5 times
higher than those in the United Kingdom.
With Sweden and Finland riding the wave of Internet
development to similar gains in integration with the rest of
the world, the current globalization rankings may well be in
flux. Singapore could slip from the lead in the coming years,
as countries that are better positioned to benefit from global communications technologies or that are more aggressive
about reforms to attract foreign trade and investment develop stronger ties with their neighbors.
Yet despite signs of greater openness among these few
leading countries, many others remain stalled at much lower
levels of integration, with little indication of imminent
change. Thus, there is reason to believe that the countries at
the top of the rankings are only running further and further
away from the pack.

THE DIGITAL ABYSS
Not all countries around the world have participated equally in the transition to the new global economy. The digital
divide between developed and emerging-market countries
is now more like a digital abyss. On many relevant measures-from the diffusion of Internet users to the number of
Internet hosts-the vast majoriry of economic activiry related to information and communications technologies is concentrated in the industrialized world.

But among industrrahzed countries, another digital
divide exists. The lnternet has penetrated deeply in the
United States, with neighboring Canada not far behind. In
both countries, over 25 percent of the population enjoyed
Internet access by 1998 (the last year for which data are
available for all countries in the survey). More recent estimates put that number above 40 percent in both countries.
Perhaps more important, the United States and Canada lead
the world in secure servers suitable for electronic commerce, signiSzing that their well-developed Internet networks can be used effectively to enhance commercial activities as well as personal communication.

In addition to the United States and Canada,
Scandinavian countries also rank among the world's most
wired nations. Thiruy-nine percent of Sweden's population
was online in 1998, growing to 44 percent in more recent
surveys. Finland and Norway led in Internet hosts, each with
more than 70 servers per 1,000 inhabitants connected
directly to the World'Wide Web.
Indeed,tf any region of the world exemplifies the changing face of global integration, that region is Scandinavia,
where Sweden, Finland, and Norway have turned their traditional engineering and manufacturing prowess to work in
the information technology boom while further opening
their countries to trade and investment flows.

Are more globalized societies also more
unequal? Not necessarily. With some exceptions,
countries scoring high in the Globalization Index
enjoy more egalitarian income patterns, while
nations that are less integrated with the rest of
the world display more skewed distributions of
income.*

*lnequality data are not available for
countries in the survey.
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Scandinavia's technological takeoff should come as little

surprise.

countries

In the last century Sweden was among the first
to reahze the full potential of the telephone. It

offered a means of mitigating distance in often sparsely populated lands. Thirty years ago, Sweden's leading technology
company, Ericsson, was among the pioneers in mobile
telephony, and this decade the country has embraced
Internet technologies hr ahead of the curve. Stockholm,
with nearly 60 percent of its population online, is perhaps
the most wired city in the world.
In similar ways, neighboring Finland suggests the possibilities of this Internet-led revolution. In 1995, Finland
topped all others in terms of Internet access. Information
technolory made it possible for Finnish companies to
respond to competitive pressures by diversi$ring both their
export markets and their workforce. Recent studies show
that over one quarter of Finnish exports now go to countries beyond Europe, up from less than one fifth in 1990.
And nearly half the staff of Finland's 30 largest companies
now operate overseas, as compared to only 15 percent in
1983. Although other countries have since pulled ahead in
levels of Internet penetration, Finland has witnessed rising
levels of trade and investment that have pushed it into the
fifth position overall in the Globalization Index, much higher than it would have placed only a few years ago. One other

of success: The market capitalization of Nokia,
Finland's global telecommunications giant, is now higher
than the country's gross domestic product.

symbol

The fact that

Sweden, Finland, and

the rest of

Scandinavia have been able to nurture fast-moving technological developments with their traditionally lumbering regulatory and tax regimes offers an unexpected contradiction,
confusing traditional assumptions about how high levels of

regulation impede globalization. But what about areas of
relatively high regulation where no technological takeoffhas
yet been achieved? Look no further than continental
Europe to see the negative effects of an unfavorable business
climate on integration. Indeed, most of the countries in the
Euro zorte, weighed down by their relatively low scores in
Internet development, rank at the bottom of the top 20
globalized countries.

time, over 70 percent of the nation's primary schools lack
computer factlities, and almost 10 percent lack proper connections for water and electricity. The result is an impressive
infrastructure not sufficiently supported by human capital.
For other countries, Internet development cannot proConcerns about the disparities befween industrtaltzed
and developing countries, especially with respect to Internet
access and use, have touched off a worldwide debate about
the global digital divide. Rather than a division between
developed and developing countries, however, the divide at
this moment reflects the vast technological advances in
North America and the Scandinavian countries compared
with the rest of the world. Together, those wvo regions stand
on one side of a gaping digital chasm that appears to have
left much of the remaining world behind.
If this "digital a\ss" is to be bridged, developing nations
have the most ground to cover. But deciding how to use
their limited resources poses a difficult dilemma. Malaysia
offers but one example of the perverse choices that can
ensue. In an efficrt to attract investment and develop its
high-technolo gy capabilities, Malaysia has spent more than
$3.6 billion on its Multimedia Super Corridor. At the same
.:
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ceed unless more fundamental concerns about infrastructure
are addressed. In Chile, one of the most prosperous emerging markets, 57 percent of the fixed telephone lines and 58
percent of the mobile-phone subscribers are located in the

capital crt\, leaving most of the country without Internet
access. And Africa's underdeveloped telecommunications
sector has left much of that continent without reliable connections to the World 'Wide Web. For instance, the
Democratic Republic of the Congo still has no direct link
to the Internet, and alarge number ofAfrican countries can
count no more than a few hundred active Internet users.

MORE EQIJALTHAN OTI{ERS
Anti-gl obahzation critics frequently claim that globalization
increases income inequality. This assertion is elegant in its
simplicity, but it ignores a host of other important factors.
The level of income dispariry in an economy might have
more to do with history, economic growth, price and wage

controls, welfare programs, and education policies than it
does

with

globahzation or trade hberahzation.

Moreover, the empirical evidence suggests a very different story about income disparity and globali zation.
Emerging-market countries that are highly glob ahzed (such
as Poland, Israel, the Czech Republic, and Hungary) exhibit a much more egalitarian distribution of income than

But the g:eneral pattern of higher globalization and greater income equality
holds for most countries, both in mature
economies and emerging markets. These
findings should reinvigorate the debate
over whether countries are poor and
unequal because of globalizatioil, or
because they are not globalized enough.
emerging-market nations that rank near the bottom of the
Globalization Index (such as Russia, China, and Argentina).
There are some exceptions: Malaysia, for instance, is more
globalized but less equal than Poland. But the general pattern of higher globalization and greater income equaliry
holds for most countries, both in mature economies and
emerging markets.

These findings should reinvigorate the debate over
whether countries are poor and unequal because of globaltzation, or because they are not globalized enough.
Moreover, efforts to redress global inequality should be
tempered with the recognition that many countries with
skewed income distribution patterns, including Brazll and
Nigeria, also have large populations. That only underscores the difficulty of pulling the mass of humanity out
of poverty.

A CAT SCAN OF GLOBALTZATION
Tlade, foreign direct investment, international telephone
Internet servers-considered individually, statistics on
each of these phenomena are accLtrate, albeit insuflicient,
measures of global interdependence. Yet, just as a cat scan
creates a three-dimensional image of the human anatomy
calls,

from a series of two-dimensional images, the A.T.
Kearney / Foreign Policy Magazine Globali zation IndexrM

provides a comprehensive view of global integration
through an analysis of its component parts.
There is, of course, an irony associated with trying to
measure globaltzation on a nation-by-nation basis. Even the
least integrated countries are being drawn together by new

forces beyond their abiliry to control, whether it is global
warming, the spread of infectious diseases, or the rise of
transnational crime.And some of the most significant aspects

of glob altzation-the spread of culture and ideas-cannot
be easily quantified. These and other challenges highlight
the need for a closer and more refined examination of the
forces driving global integration, not to mention further
refinement of the tools used to measure it.

This article is reprinted with

r

permission

from

the

January/Febyuary 2001 issue of Forcign Policy Magazine,
published W the Carnegie Endowmentfor Internstional Peace,
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to improve upon our past efforts at growth management. Local governments and their citizens must
have the tools and the assistance to accommodate
these changes while retaining or regaining their sense
of communicy. Improved processes are only part of the

Jacksonville

future. Technology has created tools for better governmen-

FLORIDA

tal decision-making that are both remarkable and easily
Data on population composition and growth,

accessible.

economic forecastirg, computer-based resource mapping,
and visual graphics, among others, all are new tools that
allow communities to visuahze and measure the impacts of
alternative growth proposals. Not only do these rools bring
a remarkable wealth of informarion ro rhe fingertips of local
government decision-makers, but they also make the information much more accessible to citizens who wish to participate in the process.
-while
technology has changed the way we live and
work, people are the essence of a communiry. The current
system relies too heavily on litigation to resolve disputes
between citizens, and between citizens and their governments.-We must create and take advantaqe of opportunities
for earh er crttzen participation in a community's planning if
we are to build the necessary consensus to make healthy and
livable communities.
In addition, many local governments have sophisticated
planning stafFs and have already produced innovative and
creative solutions to local problems. However, these same
governments have chafed under the rote requirements of the
current law and found their time and money diverted to
achieve compliance with requirements which have had little positive impact on their local planning efforrs. 'While
complex mandates rr.p,y have been necessary to bring us to
this point in our local planning efforts, it is time to turn our
attention to achieving qualiry planning resuking in livable
communities. We believe in order to reach this goal, the
State must refocus its efforts on a more incentive-based
approach to planning and a more effective regulatory program targeted on limited, critical State issues while shifting
its primary role from a regulator to a partner of local government. Likewise, local governments must be given the
tools and economic incentives to bring their plans to the

level of quality and accountabiliry that the cirizens of
Florida seek. Local plans should be adaptive and evolutionary tn nature, allowing a diversiry in neighborhood design,
responsive to our population's changing needs and desires.
Although a livable communiry does not consist solely of
good roads, water, sewer and bandwidth cap acrty,these amenities are basic to our health and qualiry of life. Infrastructure
planning and funding is one of the glaring deficiencies in our
current planning system. The current system envisioned infrastructure keeping pace with population growth, but our roads
and schools, in particular, are increasingly overburdened. Our

growth management systems do not fully integrate with
school planning and have never attempted to include planning

for the critical government services of police and fire prorection, much less forecast the need for operation and maintenance of infrastructure. By failing to address the true costs of

population growth, both past
and future, we continue to
borrow against future

while the
qualiry of life in our
revenues,

st.
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coffununities slowly
dissipates.As we respond
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to new

growth and address our existing
infrastructure deficits, corrrnunities
must evaluate their choices in a fiscafu responsible manner.
International commerce is the
largest and fastest growing segment of Florida's economy. An
interconnected, eflicient state-
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wide transportation system is the
essential component for Floridat seaports and airports to
provide for the timely and cost-effective movement of
goods and passengers.The more efficient this movement, the
more competitive Florida is in the global markerplace; the
more competitive, the greater the creation ofjobs and economic opportunify,yielding a growing, healthy economy.
'We
do have a great opportunify to make a real difference
in the livabiliry of our corrununities for all citizens. ft will take
more disciplined use of our dollars and prioritizing of activities, both state and local. If we are to succeed, to keep a thriv-

ing economy and preserve the precious natural resources and
communities that we have, we must engage the creative and
collaborative efforts of many more of the residents of our
conununities. Real change is within our grasp if we have the
courage to realistically face our challenges together.

A LIVABLE FLORTDA FORTODAY AND
TOMORRO\V
Preparirg Florida for the New Economy
A.Where we are

today.

Under Florida's Growth Management Act, each local government is required to provide for adequate facilities to support growth. If facilities are not available, concurrency
requires that new development to accommodate growth
must be denied. Local governments are required to adopt
level of service standards for application of concurrency ro
six fypes of public facilities: potable water, sanitary sewer,
drainage, parks, solid waste, and transportation. School concurrency is an option available for local governments.
The infrastructure planning and management system has
three parts. First, comprehensive plans are to match future
Iand uses with public faciliry plans designed to accommodate

the anticipated growth at acceptable levels of service. Fiveyear capital improvement plans are to forecast the demand
for public facilities, identiSr and schedule necessary improvements, and support the improvements with available funding.
Second, a financially feasible capital improvement schedule
which assures that level of service standards will be achieved
and maintained is to be adopted and updated annually.Third,

the regulatory application of concurrency occurs through
the local government's concurrency management system at
the time of permittirg. If capacicy is not available, development is not to proceed. Several special exceptions have been
adopted for transportation concurrency to allow greater flexibiliry in urban infill and redevelopment areas.
By the time these requirements were put into place,
infrastructure backlogs throughout Florida were dauntingly
large and the State did not create new financial resources to
address these backlogs. Sources

of revenue to address these

deficiencies were inadequate then and remain so today.
Additionally, Floridai progress has increased our per capita
demand for infrastructure. In spite of existing policies, today
many local governments have not adequately addressed their
infrastructure demands, particularly in the area of schools
and transportation facilities. For many reasons, at both the
State and local level, revenues have not been allocated to
meet the infrastructure requirements of a burgeoning population. Despite the requirements of current law, there still
does not exist a good linkage befween future land use plans
and infrastructure planning and budgetirg. Concurrency is
an inadequate tool for managing growth. The fundamental

flaw of concurrency is the presumption that population
growth can somehow be controlled by the regulation of
land development activities on a project-by-project basis. At

it keeps a problem with overburdened infrastructure
from becoming exacerbated in one location while encouragLng growth in other areas with excess capacrty as meas-

best,

ured by adopted level of service indexes. Over time, this system creates two unintended results: sprawl, as new residents

and therefore new developments seek locations without
infrastructure deficiencies; and ultimately, the restriction of
supply of new development to accommodate population
growth, which rruay drive up costs. Nothing in our system
adequately addresses the long-term operation and maintenance costs of existing substandard infrastructure.
'While traffrc
concurrency has some appropriate flexibiliry, the exemptions are cumbersome to implement, thus discouraging development in urbanrzed areas where communities might realtze economies of scale for other infrastructure and other benefits of thriving urban areas. Concurrency
is also required for only certain fypes of infrastructure and it
does not apply to many government services which are
impacted by population growth. School concurrency is so
difiicult to implement that few local governments have yet
successfully done so.
Our local land use decisions around the state must be
better informed by the knowledge of all relevant capital
costs, operation and maintenance expenses, and the available
revenues to support them. The future health of our econo-

my as a State and of the livabiliry of our

corrununities
depends on whether we realistically address these needs. To
ignore them continually borrows against the future.
The proposals that follow are intended to shine a light on
the fiscal impacts of our land use decisions Ln away that is easily understood by decision-makers and the cttizens they serve.
This new light will be uncomfortable at times, but not only
should it force some difficult decisions on revenue sources
and allocation, but it also should force some realism into the
cost side of the equation. It is not intended to push all the
costs of building our infrastructure on new development
because we acknowledge the deficits we are experiencing
today are conununiry-wide responsibilities which should not
be pushed unfairly onto new housing. To enable us to address
the backlog in infrastructure, 'we suggest increased flexibiliry
in local revenue sources and targeting of State aid to local
governments. Gaining the revenues to support the costs of
new development is a local decision, but one that must identi$r the necessary resources to meet the expenses generated at
the time new development is approved.
B.Where we need to go,

Florida may already be the most livable State in our nation.
Its natural beaury and comfortable climate make it an ideal
landscape

in which to live, work and

play.

Our goal is to keep it that way.
Keeping Florida "Florida" does not mean that we should be

promoting policies that would restrict its inevitable growth, or
that we should try to hold Florida back from reaching its full
potential. Quite the contrary.'We believe in Florida. It has
every natural advantage that makes it more than reasonably
possible that it can always be the same wonderful place-to
raise a famrly, to start a new business, to retire-that it is today.
.We

ural

need to mindfrrlly protect Florida's most compelling nat-

assets

while proactively promoting the development of

strategic and civic infrastructure.To do so, we need to be smarter
and more focused in our growth management goals. The policies described in this section attempt to define a process for a
more eft-ective statewide growth management policy that:

'

Encourages the development of strategic infrastructure;

.

Ensures that new growth

. Identifies the current

"pryr for itself,"

infrastructure deficit and pro-

motes measures to address the bacHogt
o

Links policies for urban revrtaltzation and rural eco-

nomic development with community

planning,

regional cooperation, and infrastructure development
strategies; and,

. Prepares

Florida for the New Economy and promotes

high qualiry of life. r

MeI Martinez is Secretary af the f-I. S. Department of
Housing and Urhan Deaelopment in lrlhshington, DC. He
previously served as a countywide elected official in Floriila*
Chairman af Orange County-anil ils Chairman of the
State of Florida's Growth Management Study Commission.

Istanbul + 5: The United Nations Centre for
Human Settlements (Habitat) and the Global Fight
to Eliminate Urban Poverty
ANNA KAJUMULO TIBAIJUKA
The United Nations
Editors' I\ote: Secretary-General Kofi Annan appointed Dr.

Anna Kajumulo Tibarjuka as Executive Director of the
United Nations Centre for Human Settlements-UNcHs

(Habitat)-in Jrly 2000. Upon assuming responsibiliry

as

head of the Centre in Nairobi, Kenya on September 13, her
first action was to support the Secretary-General's call to
action to realtze the goals set out in the Millennium
Declaration. "-With over half of humaniry akeady living in
cities and towns and the increasing urbantzation of poverty:'
she said, "the work of Habrtat, as the agency responsible for
human settlements, will be criti caI tf the number of people
living in extreme poverfy is to be halved by 201,5 and if the
lives o{ at least 100 million slum dwellers are to be improved
by 2020." One of the main items on her agenda in the coming months is the preparation for the special session of the
General Assembly for an overall review and appraisal of the
implementation of the HabitatAgenda-Istanbul +5-to be
held at the United Nations headquarters in NewYork Cicy

during June of 2001 .

The

"What

L/,4/ Chronicle recently interviewed Dr. Tibaijuka.
follows are excerpts from that conversation, reprinted

with permission.
ON THE PRIORITIES FOR HABITAT

I myself have lived through

the various processes of human

settlement problems, coming from a village to a rural township
to a cify.This experience gives me a particular perspective on
the aims of the agency.Thanks to the Executive Director of the
United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), Klaus

Toepfea who, as Acting Executive Director of Habitat, has
overseen the agency's reform and rcvtta\tzation over the past
two years, I am inheriting a strengthened organLzation.'With
the restructuring now complete, I will continue to consolidate
the areas that need further strengthening: stabilizing sources of
funding and support, but also refocusing some of its programs,
linking them with other agencies working in urban areas and
particula*y improving human settlements. In prep arrng for the
Istanbul +5 review, we are taking stock of our campaigns,
especially the global settlement strategy. We will try to see
where we succeeded and where we failed, understand the reasons, and improve upon the strategies. I think the Istanbul +5
process therefore provides us with opportunities to revisit and
improve our basic targets.The problems of human settlements,
development, and the environment are closely linked, and I
look forward to establishing a fruitful and productive partnership with UNEP and other UN agencies to further our common agendas. We must also work more closely with governments, municipalities and other local actors.

ON THE FUTURE OF
HUMAN SETTLEMENTS
In the fwenfy-first century, the
majority of the world's population is headed for cities, many
of which already are overpopulated. This is our major chal-

lenge in human

settlements.

The environmental future of
the planet is closely linked to
how we manage human settlements and their demand for
resources. Cities all over the
world share this common

it is important for us to create links between the
cities of the north and the south to solve the problems of
urbantzation. We all face city problems. But in the developing countries, these are more acute and the possibilities to
solve them without international solidarity are limited.'With
our headquarters in Nairobi, Kenya, Habitat has a special
responsibiliry to help the African continent.The rapid rate of
urbantzation in Africa means that most governments and
local authorities are struggling to meet rising demands for
housing and basic services. However, any resolution to the
problems of urbanrzation in Africa has to address the important role of regional planning and rural-to-urban linkages. So
there is definitely a need to focus on programs that assist the
developing countries in better rrrar:a;ging the urban situation.
agenda , and

At the

same time, we must also go beyond treating the symptoms of urbanrzation and tackle the underlying causes of the
problem.'W.hat we need is a program focusing on the population shifts from rural settlements to urban settlements.

ONTHE PROBLEM OF URBAN SLUMS
It

is not enough to go into artarea and raze the slums. Ifyou
don't want another slum to spring up, you have to understand and address the factors which caused the slums in the
first place. In other words, we should not work against
squatters, but against squatting-that's the difference. But we

have to convince the government and local authorities that
squatting is the problem. If people settle into an area illegally, then the police evict them by force. But they have to live

Where will they go but to another slum? That
why we urge governments to broker partnerships with the
poor, with the slum dwellers, to solve the problem of squatting. We have to secure tenure-the right to housing, the
somewhere.

is

right to land-for the poor. And that is why we
launched a global camp aLgn for secure tenure.

have

Therefore, we are linking up with poverfy reduction programs.-We

now have developed partnerships with theWorld

Bank which, we hope, can help not only in slum upgrading
but also in providing support for these programs. We are
cooperating with the International Labour Organization tn

terms

of

income-generating activities. Once you

have

improved and upgraded squatters settlements, how will people be able to pay if they have no income? These are the
kinds of challenges facing us and are the focus of our campaigns.

ONTHE ROLE OF \N/OMEN
The right to secure tenure is particularly important for
women. In western countries, a legal environment has been
created for the security of women in the home, including
tenure and land rights. In Africa, however, the woman mostly stays at home, and if something happens, if her husband
dies, in some traditional societies the widow will be evicted
from her house. Then you find homeless women wandering
around on the streets with their children. These are some of
the things we are trying to address-the right of women to
inherit properfy, particulrrly in matrimonial homes where
most women are bound to stay in the house. That is also
why we are trying to cooperate with the UN Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Orgamzation on the question of
education, particul"rly for women, 2S part of economic
empowerment.
[ima, Peru

ONTHH GLOBLL CAMPAIGN FOR SECURE
THNUfi|"H

'We

need to empower the poor. They are often able people
who have been disenfranchised-most of them moving
from the countryside to an urban ghetto, with the exp ectation that they will find a better income. We all know that
people move not because they are actually better off, they
move because they think they will be better off.That expectation induces them to move. And with globahzation and
the spread of information technology, you cannot tie people
to one place.That is why we must solve the problem of bro-

ken societies with devastated economies. Otherwise. the
to move to western countries in Europe and North
America would be too great. People are prepared to move
pressure

when they come from a second-class economy and where
they are second-class citizens. Some may end up worse than
they were before leaving their original homes-they might
end up in a slum. But you see the "push factor" in the
expectations people have, thinking that they will be better

off elsewhere.

ON THH GLOAAL CAMPAI#N FOR GOOT)
T"JRBAN GOVH,ILNANCH

If you don't have a job, it is difficult to pay rent; you will
likely soon be homeless. So one thing really leads to another. A second campaign to support the right to secure tenure
is needed-a global campaign for good urban governance.

ON DEVELOPTNG PAI{TNERSHTPS
try to develop innovative partnerships. In ar7 international climate of decreasing funds for development, the

-We

future of Habitat lies in finding innovative ways to provide
shelter and services for the poor. We need to support the
efforts of the poor, and especially women, in housing themselves. Our role is to work with governments and other
partners to ensure basic housing rights, security of tenure
and better urban governance as ways of reducing poverty.
The Cities Alliance Initiative with the'World Bank provides
art important model for future activities, and Habitat will
continue to help governments and local authorities to build
their capacrties in developing and managing human settle'World
ments. We do not have the kind of money that the
Bank has, and it is not our business to have that kind of
money. Our business is to have ideas, vision and strategies. It
is also about raising awareness-that too is a form of partnership. Our job is to understand human settlements and to
design improvements, and then invite other agencies and
donors to come in and help.'What matters in the end is that
we have made better living developments for people. *
Dr, Anna K*jumulo Tibaijaka is Hxecutive Director of the
United !{ntions Centre for Hwmnn Settlements (Habit*t} im
I,{airohi, Kenyn,

Knowledge-Value Cities In The Digital Age
JONL KOTKIN AND RO$S Q, DMVOL
The Milken lnstitute
he revttaltzation underway in some of America's
urban centers represents one of the most important,
if surprising, developments of the new millennium.
Cities across the country are showing signs of a new
dynamism that would have been impossible to imagine only
a decade ago.

The origins of this renaissance are at once demographic,
economic, and cultural. A growing interest in urban life
among young, unattached and well-educated individuals,
and middle-aged empfy-nesters, constitute one source of
urban renewal. Immigration is another, fortifyirg our cities'
traditional role as centers of international trade and commerce in the process. Notably, tourism also has contributed
significantly to this rise in urban activify, but perhaps the
most salient reason for urban revival comes from the role
our cities are playing in the enormous technological revolution now transforming the larger economy.
Until the early 1990s, cities were on the periphery of the
technology boom, with the vast ma3ority of technology-driven
activity occurring in suburban and even quasi-rural

areas .

Later

in the decade,

however, access to the Internet on a mass scale
sparked greater demand for entertainment and other creative
'World'Wide
Web content. It is here, on the "soft" side of the
technological revolution, that the traditional strengths of cities in
the arts, marketing, and graphics, have come strongly into play.

As the digital age enters a new and potentially tumultuous phase, urban communities arc faced with new challenges and opportunities.The opportunify lies first in appreciating that, although it is in consolidation, the shift to a digital economy is not slowing, but accelerating. Despite the
dramatic drop in many technology firms'stock valuations in
recent months and the business models of a large number of
firms having been proven unsustainable, the trend towards
use of the Internet as a communications and business tool
remains in place. Many were led to believe that the New
Economy was a "dot-com" economy. Certainly, InternetSpread of Produsts to a Ouarter of the U.S. Population

Product
Year Invented
E lectricity
1873
Telephone
187 6
Automobile
1886
Airpla ne
903
Radio
1906
Television
1926
Video Tape Recorder 1952
Microwave Oven
1953
Personal Computer
1975
Cellular Telephone 1983
Internet
991
1

1

$curee: Fedoral Reserve Bank af llallas

Years

to Spread
46

35
55
64
22

26
34
30
16
13
7

[ima, Peru

based business models have an important role to play, but
they, by themselves, are not the New Economy.
Knowledge and the innovation capacities of human capital are at the core of the New Economy. The key source of
competitive advantage, be it among regions or industries, is
its intellectual capital-the knowledge embedded in its people. In the old industrial economy, the accumulation of hard
assets determined economic success or failure. Today, the

knowledg., skills, experience, and innovation potential of
talented individuals has greater value than capttal equipment
or even capital itself. Talented individuals are highly mobile
and can reward those regions that attract them. Likewise,
their loss can be punishing. To attain a competitive advantage in the New Economy, urban centers must access, create, and utllize human caprtal. Cities that tap the knowledg.
assets in their midst, such as universities and research centers,
will benefit from the talent that they attact to fuel local

economic growth. Life-long learning and retraining pro-

will bolster urban economic success, forestalling the
creation of a labor force that is "finished at forry." LJrban
areas that do not continually edu cate their populations face
the prospect of being left behind in the New Economy.
The urban rcvttaltzation process is still in its early stages.
The first cities to see the full benefit of this transformation
are those that held the strongest appeal for artists, creative
individuals, and predominately younger, educated people. By
the late 1990s, these "first-tier" cities, among them, New
York, San Francisco, Boston, Los Angeles, and Chicago,
emerged as leaders in the expanding digital economy.
Today these cities have burgeoning "cyber districts" that
have transformed large blocks of formerly destitute warehousing and manufacturing space into highly desirable post-industrial hubs. In many cases, these districts have become knowlgrams

edge-value neighborhoods with strong residential, retail, and

Company Location Determinants

cultural components. Concomitantly, rent for both work and
living space has increased markedly in these districts, driving
newer firms and workers into adjacent, formerly depressed
neighborhoods.Though reduced affordabfity for housing and
traditional manufacturing and warehousing space is one consequence of this new development, growing price pressure and
anti-growth sentiment present prospects for choosing from a
broader range of urban locations that are only beginning to
harvest the opportunities of the digital economy.
Emerging-technology cities, whose populations are near
or less than 500,000 persons, offer several advantages to

1.5

1.0

firms, knowledg. workers, and entrepreneurs over their
first-tier counterparts. These include far lower costs of living, a supportive business environment, and an often concerted effort by local officials and business leaders to lure
and nurture new industries.

Source: Bank of Boston

A

knowledge-based economy rests upon two interdependent but distinctively different skill sets. Knowledg. generation is contingent upon highly educated and skilled creative people at the pinnacle of the skill continuum, typical-

ly found in first-tier urban areas. Knowledge deployment
requires widely held qualiry skills and education in the middle of the skill distribution. A cify will have comparative
advantage

in one or the other

area.

successful emerging-technology cities will find
their comparative advantage in the are a of execution competence, but many can position themselves as implementers
of innovation.These cities excel in making products or services based upon an infrastructure and supply network that
support high value-added, cost-effective production. Worldclass manufacturers gravitate toward execution cities.
Many cities around the country are trying to become
emerging-technology centers and some have made particuIar progress. Our research identifies several, among them,
Reno, Albuquerque, Tulsa, Huntsville, Omaha, and Boise.
These centers, for various and often quite unique reasons,
are positioning themselves well for the information tgr-,par-

Most

ticularly by concentrating on the infrastructure and "blue
collar" functions connected with the Internet such as the
development of enabling software, customer support, and
on-line order fulfillment.
Perhaps the most encouraging phenomenon of this digital revolution has been the movement to yet another kind of
urban area-the old industrial center. Once seen as "basket
cases," these regions have begun to attact significant investment and growth in their technology-related sectors. Like
emerging-technology cities, they offer lower costs than the
first-tier urban centers, but often possess an impressive mix of
rich architecture, history cultural activities, institutions of
higher education, and well-developed transportation infrastructure. These comeback cities represent perhaps the most
dramatic evidence of the potential for urban centers in the
information age.Our research identifies several such centers
in various stages of recovery including Baltimore, Oakland,
central Dallas, downtown Los Angeles and Hollywood, as
well as smaller, old industrial communities like Kingston in
NewYork's HudsonValley, and Dayton, Ohio.

The resurgence of these first-tier and emerging-technology cities as urban centers offers many positive examples of
revival in older areas. Executing clearly focused policies such
as zoning changes to accommodate New Economy companies and "ne'w urbanites," crime reduction, bolstering local
education and training, and reinforcing ties with local universities, creates wide-ranging urban recovery. Success also
has its downside as evidenced by the pricing-out of traditional industries and working class populations, resulting in
the emergence of a "dual crty" of rich and poor. As the
information revolution spreads and deepens, cities will need
to find ways to ameliorate these unintentional consequences

of

success.

Despite these dilemmas, the digital revolution presents
enormous opportunify for urban centers.The imperative for
each cify is to recogni ze the attendant challenges and pursue a path toward participation in the New Economy. urban
viability is linked to the extent to which a region can establish local industry clusters that are networked into the global business communicy.
The paradox of the global technology-based economy is
that the enduring competitive advantages lie in location-specific competencies-knowledge, workforce skills, customer
and supplier relationships, entrepreneurial infrastructure, and
qualiry-of-place attributes-that allow firms and talent to
thrive. In essence, cities are thinking loca\ to succeed globrlly. Cognrzance of these components will enable municipal
economic development and political officials to adjust their
strategies accordingly, or risk being left behind. The alternative is a return to the pattern of stagnation and hopelessness
that nearly buried America's cities a decade ago. r

Joel Kotkin ds n Senior tellow at the Milken Institute in

Santa Monica, California anil author

of The

New

Geography: FIow the Digital Revolution is Reshaping
the Arnerican Landscape. Ross C. DeVol is Director af
Regional anil Demographic Stuilies at the Milken Institate in
Santa Monica, CaliforniA.This article is excerpteil with permission

fro*

a new HuD-funileil study recently puhlished as

a report W the Milken Institute in February, 2001, entitled

Knowledge-\Ialue Cities in the Digital Age"

Internet Policy and Digital Development
in Malaysia and Afriea
LESLIE DAVID SIMON
for Scholars

'Woodrow Wilson International Center

MALAYSIA'S CYBER-REGION: THE

..MLJUTIMEDIA SUPER CORzuDORO'
Distantly echoing the creation of ultra-modern Brasilia by
the Brazlhan government in the 1960s, Malaysia has chosen
a unique way to make its approach to cybersp ace. The
nation is attempting to create a cyber-region-the
"Multimedia Super Corridor," or MSC-as a wedge into
the future for the entire nation. The idea of the MSC has
been attributed directly to Prime Minister Mahathir
Mohammed and has its roots in "TheWay Forward-Vision
2020," a paper developed by the prime minister's office and
presented to the Malaysian Business Council in 1,996."The
V/"y Forward" expresses the hope that Malaysia will be a
"fully developed country by the year 2020" but argues that
Malaysia must go its own way.Although it recognizes that

the development and application of technology is critical,
the paper argues that the nation must deal at the same time
with the challenges of preserving its culture and spirituality
and deal with its ethnic and racral challenges. From this
flows the notion that the information age must be exploited relentlessly for its economic potential but controlled at
the outset so that it does not disrupt the social fabric.
Actua\ begun in 1997 , the MSC is 50 kilometers long
and 15 kilometers wide and flanked by two new cities:
Putrajava is planned to be the government's new electronic
administrative center, a key user of new applications developed in the MSC; Cybe{ava will be the site for information
technology companies investing in the region. A new multimedia universiry will be built to provide skilled workers, and
the overall prqect is expected to employ 150,000 people.
To atffact investors, the MSC offers high-technology
companies tax-free status for ten years, tax exemptions for
equipment, relaxed immigration rules for expatriates, and
other economic incentives. In addition, in response to initial
concerns by investors, the Malaysian government created a
ten-point Multimedia Bill of Guarantees to apply within the
corridor, providing for strong intellectual property protection, rights for corporate ownership, freedom from on-line
censorship, and other concerns.The government also agreed
to develop a more comprehensive national framework for
electronic commerce, and among the laws drafted or already
passed are ones dealing with digital signatures, electronic
contracts, computer crime, data protection, and electronic

had also added schools, universities, and company training

facilities to the list of institutions that would qualify for
MSC status.
Although the Asian financial crisis of the late 1990s
slowed the development of the MSC, the government had
received 176 applications from companies by early 1998 to
locate in the MSC and had approved 103 of them. European
companies made up the largest number of investors, followed by those from the United States and Japan. This testbed approach to a nation's entry into cyberspace will be
interesting to watch. If Malaysia can succeed in building an
advanced infrastructure and attracting investment to create
jobs, while at the same time preventing cyberspace from
affecting other aspects of national life, other nations will
attempt the same thing. But the genie of the Internet, once
let out, will be difficult to contain.

NATIONAL PROGRESS AND INTERNATIONAL
COOPERATION ON THE AFRTCAN
CONTINENT
At first glance,Africa's entry into the information

of those are concentrated in urban South Africa,

whose telephone system still evidences the legacy of
apartheid. Moreover, the breakdown of civil society in
countries like Rwanda and Sierra Leone makes any thought

of Internet development seem impossible.

seven application

that investors would have to work on in order to qualify for economic incentives: electronic government,
telemedicine, research and development, remote manufacturing, borderless marketing centers, multimedia funds
transfer, and "smart" schooling. By 1998, the government

would

one telephone line for every two hundred people-and
many

government.

The government also has identified

age

to be a pipe

dream. As Jay Naidoo, South Africa's
Minister of Posts, Telecommunications, and Broadcasting,
has pointed out, a few months "before the dawn of the new
millennium, we have 14 million telephones in Africa, less
than you would find in New York or Tokyo." That is only
appear

areas

Harare, Zimbabwe

Moreover, many African governments have not encourgrowth of media in general, let alone the Internet.
As one university professor in Cameroon notes, "Since independence, the majoricy of Africans, who are mainly rural,
have not had any meaningful access to the mass media:
radio, television and the print media have been free and
accessibly only in principle. Governments have seen and
continue to see in information a weapon too power l to be
made accessible to the powerless masses."
Fortunately, many educated young Africans are optimistic and reject both political and economic barriers. On
the question of the lack of infrastructure, some see this as an
advantage: "Africa's lack of infrastructure may be seen as a
disadvantage. But on closer examination, this can be turned
into an advantage. . . .African countries are not encumbered
by extensive networks built on obsolete technology that will
require an evolutionary process of replacement.The technological inertia is thus quite low. The push therefore should
be for the cutting edge."
.With
this kind of spirit, African ministers responsible for
economic and social development and planning met in Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia in Mry 1995 under the auspices of the
United Nations Economic Commission for Afri ca and passed
a resolution, "Building Africa's Information Highway.' This
resolution called for a group of African technical experts to
draw up a detailed plan for moving Africa into the information age within one year.The group of experts did their work
and presented the results-the African Information Sociecy
Initiative (AISI) to the ministers' conference the following
yeaLThe AISI was endorsed by the Orgarrrzation ofAfrrcan
U"ity Council of Ministers inYaounde, inJuly 1996.
The AISI envisioned that Africa could develop an information sociery by 201,0 by focusing on a number of key
aged the

areas:

'

Creating value-added information networks for education, health, environment, trade, tourism , frnance, commerce, and other areas;

r Creating a continent-wide information and communications nefwork allowing wide dissemination of information to individuals and businesses;

'

Fostering a new generation of Africans by improving
education systems and enhancing human resources
with state-of-the-art technologies; and

'Allowing the inflow of new technologies and the

export of intellectual products and services to the rest
of the world.

The AISI called on national governments to build elements of the plan into their national economic and social
plans and programs, and to adopt a five-year implementation
plan. Among the items for government consideration were
Ilberahzation of telecommunications , and building a policy
framework for electronic commerce, including intellectual
properfy and digital signature laws. The AISI also identified
efforts that would be ofparticular importance inAfrica, such
as improving food production with better information to

provide crop-planting guidance, building tourism information systems, and preserving and communicating Africa's
cultural heritage.
'While
the AISI started with good intentions and lofcy
aims, it lacked a key element: funding. Organtzations such as
the United Nations Development Progran)., the World
Bank's InfoDev program, and the Canadian International
Development Research Center have helped, but lack of
funding has been a rnajor hindrance. Additionally, prlatization and hberaltzation of telecommunications is not popular
in many countries, because of the loss of power and control
it would bring for political elites and because of the shortterm unemployment effects it would produce. Today, in
most of sub-Saharan Africa, government is still the sole supplier of telecommunications. Prices remain high and services remain backward. There are, however, some signs of
progress. uganda has deregulated in some areas and allows
some foreign investment in telecommunications. Sudan has
prlatized telecommunications and Ghana is selling off 30
percent of Ghana Telephone to private investors.

According to two researchers at the University of
Botswana, "Fourteen countries have achieved live Internet
public access services: fincludirg] Algeria, Morocco, T,rnisia,

Egypt, Senegal, Ghana, uganda, Kenya, Ztmbabwe,
Namibia, Mozambique, Mauritius and

of

course South

Africa, which is among the top 20 countries in the world
ranked by number of Internet nodes....Full Internet access
has now been achieved in Botswana, Lesotho and Namibia.
Projects are under way for full Internet access in Burkina
Faso, Eritrea, Cote d'Ivoire, Malawi and Swaziland."
'Whether
or not Afrrca can achieve the goals of the AISI
will depend on the organLzational abilicy of the African
states, the willingness of governments to allow the private
sector to operate freely, and the help of international agen-With
its own more advanced infrastructure, South
cies.
Africa is helping, not only by providing a model of activities
in telecommunications in its own Reconstruction and
Development Plan, but also in its regional leadership in
southern Africa. South Africa's "Green Paper on
Telecommunications Policy" identifies specific regional
undertakings, such as telecommunications training and standards development, as well as the building of terrestrial networks, through which the country can begin to assist its
neighbors along the information highway. e
I-eslie Dauiil Simon is a Senior Plaiicy S,cholm et the
Woodrow Witson International Centey foo SchoX"ars in
Washington, DC" He ds the author o.;[ NetPolicy.Cor,n:
Public Agenda fbr a Digital WorI d, pubtisheil in 2000 hy
theWoodrowWilsan Center Press. The abope afticte is adapted from the book and reprinteil with perm{ssion.

Regional Territorial Policies and Urban Economic
Development in OECD Countries
MARIO PE,ZZINI
Organization for Econornic Cooperation and Development
ignificant territorial disparities, as measured by
income and unemployment, exist today within the
economies

of the member nations in

the

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD).While national differences in income and unemployment remain stable and narrow, the differences between
urban regions are much greater.'While policies to address
sub-national differences are not a new phenomenon, recent
work on territorial policies has focused on the benefit that
could be drawn from a more systematic approach. Sound
macroeconomic policies will not be sufficient to deal with
new and more intense regional problems. Globalization,
while increasing the interdependence of nations, is forcing

the modification of the traditional policy

instruments
through which governments influence the process of economic and social change. Moreover, traditional territorial
policies, concerned with the equitable geographical redistribution of resources, are not the appropriate answer to the
new conditions engendered by glob ahzation.
In the past two decades, most OECD member countries,
regions , and localities have undertaken significant reforms
while several have completely overhauled their territorial
policies. Lessons from the experience of these countries and

regions may facllttate development of more effective general economic services to address territorial disparities.'What
follows is a brief summary of these key lessons.

POLICY OBJECTIVES
There is a new focus on trying to improve the "competitiveness" of regions, and to understand the key elements that

differentiate fypes of regions, distinguishing those that
appear to be performing well from those that are not.
Resources from existing subsidies are being diverted to programs that focus on support for investment in human and
social caprtal, diversification of economic activicy by indus-

try and employment, and the related creation of new enterprises, key infrastructure, the environment, and innovation.

,.. investment in human and social
capital, diversification of economie
activity by industry and employmerlto
and the related creation of new
enterprises, key infrastructure, the
environmert, and innovation.
POLICY TNSTRUMENTS
In an effort to reinforce the efficacy of regional

develop-

ment policies, by using indirect aid such as services for general economic expansion rather than targeted subsidies, the
primary focus is on policy instruments that promote:

'

Business assistance and infrastructure, networks of
knowledg. and expertise, diffusion of new technolo-

gies and innovation-oriented research and development, inter-regional and international business networks, and vocational t';rarning (including an important
emphasis

'

on entrepreneurial skills);

Local products based on local identities and aimed at a
specific market niche; these are usually linked closely to
local natural and cultural assets, including development
of qualiry labels and guarantees linking products to
places, and particular production techniques;

' Attractiveness of cities and rural areas, both directly

through capturing the economic value of "amenities"

for recreation and tourism, and indirectly through the
promotion of conditions likely to favor a better qualify of life in both cities and the countryside; and

. Capacity-buildirg
Portimf,o, Portugal

for polic-rrmakers at local levels, including

the increased use of prograrn monitoring and evaluation
procedures both as a control and a learning mechanism.

Amsterdam, Netherlands

GOVERNANCE OF POLICY
There have been improvements in the central coordination
of a wide range of policies affecting citizens through institutional arcangements of departments and ministries,

including "policy proofing" to ensure that all such policies
contribute to the overall goals and that actual or potential
policy conflicts are minimi zed. New institutional arrangements at local and regional levels have been attempted to
more precisely define policy objectives, priorities, and strate-

to effectively implement policies and programs at
the level of regional and local governance. In addition, such
new approaches involve partnerships between governmental
and non-governmental entities in ways that better integrate
gies, and

and coordinate their activities, and draw on local and
regional knowledge and other resources to increase the participation of citizens, small businesses, and community-based
groups. Local capactties are being built to act through grassroots leadership, cornmunify development initiatives, and
empowerment of local actors-i.e., a better matching of
responsibilities and powers.

In many

cases,

these refinements and innovations are

recent and limited in scope to certain OECD countries. As

such, they have not been comprehensively evaluated.
Additional work will be needed to ascertain the durabiliry
and transferabiliry of these initiatives on a wider internascale. Nevertheless, this brief survey lends support to
the argument that economic services of general interest have
now gone beyond the experimental phase, both providing a
complement to macroeconomic policies and offering new
trajectories of economic development for urban regions. e

tional

Mario Pezzini is Heait of the Tercitorial Reviews Dtiuision
.foo the Organization fo, Economic Cooperation anil
Deuelopment (OECD) in Paris, France.
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Non-Governmental Organizations and
Community-Based Economic Development
MARC A. WEISS

'Woodrow'Wilson International Center for Scholars
Comeback

Cities:A Blueprint for [Jrban

by Paul S. Grogan and Tory

I'{eighborhood Reuiual,

Proscio, 'Westview

Press,

Banks and other private lenders and investors-moved both
by the " carrot" of the federal Low-Income Housing T[x

Credit and the "stick" of the federal Community

285 pages, $25.00 (USA).

Act-are key. And retail chain stores and real
estate developers, lured by the prospects of new inner-ciry
markets,are important.As well, some CDCs have played a role
in supporting urban anticrime efforts based on corrununityoriented policirg, and in sponsoring public charter schools
geared to improve career opportunities and to retain and
atffact working famfies as neighborhood residents.
Comeback Cities is less impressive when the authors stray
Reinvestment

n Comeback Cities, Paul S. Grogan andTory Proscio make
the case that ordinary people car:r " change, create, and
make use of market forces to alter the fundamental econornics of their neighborhoods." They oft-er a well told and

hopeful story of grassroots activity breathing new life into
cities-even in such blighted areas as NewYork's South Bronx.
Their focus is on the work of community development
corporations (CDCs). "-With government support, and a minimum of regulations," the authors say, CDCs "are among the
most effective vehicles for public investment in the inner cnty:'
The authors draw on the success of the national organization Grogan headed for 13 years, the Local Initiatives
Support Corporation, or LISC. (Grogan is now an executive
atH.award University; Proscio is a formerjournalist and government ofiicial who is a consultant to non-profit organuzations.) Founded more than two decades ago by the Ford
Foundation to provide financial and technical support for
communify development groups, LISC has played a major
role in encouraging CDCs in their efforts to attract investment, jobs, and people back to struggling neighborhoods.
Comeback Cities is an elaboration of Life in the City, a 1997
study by LISC and the Center for National Policy. In turn
the book follows paths blazed in the mid-1990s by the U.S.
Department of Housing and lJrban Development (HUD)
under Secretary Henry Cisneros, including the 1996 HUD

report

Comeback Commwnities:The Reuiual of America\ Cities.

Grogan and Proscio provide many examples of what
CDCs can do. For instance, in Newark's Central Ward,
which was the site of riots in 1967,there has been an "afiaazing turnaround" led by the New Communify Corporation
(NCC). Founded by Father Bill Linder, a Catholic priest,
the NCC has developed more than 3,000 homes and apartments, and a supermarket-anchored shopping center. There
are day care centers and a nursing home,

a

job-training-and-

placement center, art elementary school, a credit union, and
a newspaper. Now private developers are building market-

rate housing nearby. "'What the communify organuzation
created was not just a string of successful projects for its residents to take pride in," the authors say. "It created a market,
in which other enterprises found ways of adding value,
making money, and widening the recovery in ways that
needed little or no civic or philanthropic prodding."
There are rrrany links that make such public-private partnerships work: the federal, state, and local governments are
instrumental (together they pumped literally billions of dollars into the South Bronx alone during the past fivo decades).

from their direct knowledg. of CDCs and range into
national policy. Chapters on public housing and welfare
reform, "deregulating the ciry" and "the 'third way' in cicy
hall" are the weakest. And factual errors crop up throughout
the book. CDCs have sprung up across the nation-but
many? There are "more than 2,500" on page 56 and
"more than 3,600" on page 69.Adanta's Techwood-which

how

was not, as they report, "America's first public housing" (that

distinction belongs to New York City s First Houses)-got
its $42-million federal granr in 1.993, not 1994. The law
requiring local public housing authorities that receive federaI funds to demolish one "slum dwelling" for every new
public housing unit built was passed by Congress and signed
by the president in 1937, not 1.949.
Those rrlay be minor points, but this one isn't: Most of
the major public housing reforms of recent years were first
proposed by President Clinton and Secretary Cisneros in the
Housing Choice and Communify Investment Act of 1994.
That legislation passed the House but was blocked in the
Senate. Grogan and Proscio incorrectly state that the impetus for such changes came from the Republican takeover of
Congress in 1995 and that Cisneros was merely responding
to the hostility of congressional conservatives. Such misinformed research and inadequate fact-checking undermine
the authors'credibility as national policy experts.Their book
does a service, though, in spreading the news about the
many wonderful accomplishments of grassroots efforts and
public-private cooperation to revive American cities. o
Dy. Mau, A,. Weiss is a Public Poticy Schotar at the Woodrow
Wilson International Center for Scholars irc Washington, D. C.
He was Special Assistant to the Searetary of the f/..S.
Department of Housing and Urban Deuelopmentfrom 1993 ta
7997, and ds author oJ The Rise of the Cornrnunity

Builderc andThe Econornic Resurgence ofW'ashingtono

DC,

and coauthor of Charter

of the New urbanisrn and

Real Estate Developrnent Principles and Process. This
book rasiew

first

appeareil

in

the March 72-26, 2001 issue of

The Arnerican Prospe ct, and is reprinted with permission.

Do Property Rights Matter?
An Urban Case Study from Peru
ELENA PANARITIS
The'World Bank
PROPEI(TY RIGFITS AND SECURE TENURE

'When

Manuel Perez, a shirt manufacturer in Lrma, Peru,

wanted to expand his business, he could not obtain formal
credit. Even though he owned real properfy, the commercial banks in Lima would not accept his house or his land
as collateral for a loan, because his properfy rights were not
formali zed or secure. Insecure real properfy rights affect the
structure of financial services and can impede the supply of
formal credit, especially to potential low-income borrowers. As the Perez case illustrates, insecure property rights,
coupled with the expectation that these rights will remain
insecure in the future, make the use of land or buildings as
collateral impractical for millions of low- and modestincome property owners. In cases where real properfy is
used as collateral, it has low value; loans are very expensive
because banks face high transaction costs for providing
credit and collecting collateral, and thus they charge steep
interest rates. Because bank loans to low-income people are
rypically smaller and riskier, the absence of a formal properfy rights system makes such lending generally unproG
itable. This in turn generates a vicious cycle of historical

exclusion from formal lending, affecting many potential
customers. If properfy rights are insecure, neither properfy
owners nor credit providers have an incentive to use real
properfy as a capital asset.
Because of ineflicient, burdensome, poorly defined insti-

tutions and often-corrupt bureaucratic systems, a great mass of the

world's population

is

prevented

from fully reahzing the value of
existing properry or being able to
acquire secure properfy rights. In
developing countries, the main
issue is that properry claims by
these people, while acknowledged
within their communities, too
often go unre cognLzed by the government. As a result, these informal

who account for more
of all properfy
in most developing coun-

owners,

than 50 percent

holders
tries, lack access to the social and
economic benefits provided by
secure properfy rights. For many of
these struggling families and entrepreneurs, their land and homes are

their only

'Without

clear
ownership rights, they are unable to
sell their land, use it as collateral to
borrow money, start a business or
assets.

Lima, Peru

build a home, or even to pass it on to their children.
Real property is the foundation upon which citizens
build their participation in both the community and in civic
and public life..When low-income and middle-income people own properfy in a secure and recognized fashion, they
are more likely to keep jobs, attend school, seek medical
care,invest in land, protect the environment, and build social
harmony. Secure and formal property rights are paft of the
fundamental institutional infrastructure of a market-based
economy. They stimulate both investment and the creation
of formal and eflicient markets. Nonetheless, many developing countries lack a well-defined institutional framework for
properfy rights, resulting in a very informal delineation of
properfy ownership.
Secure properfy rights foster confidence in the economy.
Formahzation of real properfy ownership rights directly
stimulates significant investment. In the case of urban properfy, owners may initiate home improvements such as
adding indoor plumbing, reinforcing existing construction
with more durable materials, or constructing additional
floors and rooms. Entrepreneurs invest with greater confidence in buildings and equipment, thus fostering the growth
of small urban-based businesses. In the case of rural properfy, formahzation encourages investments that increase the
productivity of agricultural land, including permanent irrigation and crop processirg.Moreover, secure properfy rights

Lima, Peru

help optimize the use of land by encouraging the consolidation of efficiently sized agricultural units.
The formali zation of real properry rights expands property-based markets and makes them more e{ficient.
Reducing the price distortions of informal markets will lead
to positive growth of properry values. Also, the use of real
properfy as a caprtal asset can introduce new actors to the
credit markets-borrowers who previously had no credit
history but deserve ar7 opportunicy to obtain loans, invest
capttal, and repay their debts. Moreover, securify in property rights benefits workers by increasing their ability to
become homeowners. By making the value of their homes
more easily marketable, it also improves labor mobiliuy and
economic efficiencv.
,'/

A TRADITION OF INFORMALITY
There are various reasons that explain the informaliry of
properfy systems in the developing world. In many countries, a ftadrtion of informalicy has evolved because of the
lack of appropriate institutions that foster formal properfy
rights. The absence of institutional depth has been reinforced by insufficient economic incentives for defining and

applying properry rights. Existing institutional structures
have been deeply rooted for llrrarry years, often for several
generations. Old attitudes are embedded in government
agencies, educational systems, and professional practices.
In the case of real properfy, many developing countries

exhibit an interest in establishing a formal properfy rights
Yet most of these countries have not been able to

system.

overcome the problems posed by poorly defined institutions, such as cumbersome bureaucracies, voluminous legal
and administrative requirements, high transaction costs, and
the presence of more than one agency responsible for the
provision of properfy titles. These countries face the challenging task of establishing a reform program that tackles
these inefliciencies, but also creates adequate, sustainable,
c o st- effe c tive institutions .

FORMALIZTNG PROPERTY RIGHTS IN PERU
The Peruvian program, supported by the World Bank,

is

to

establish formal and secure property rights by
applying a comprehensive approach to properfy formahzation, addressing all aspects of this elemental issue in civil
sociecy. Properfy rights reform is based on seminal work by
designed

Hernando de Soto, internationally recognized author of
The Mystery of Capital, and his Instituto Liberdad e
DemocracLa. It departs from traditional concepts of titling
and registration by building instead a low-cost, user-friend-

ly properfy market system. Traditionally, attempted reforms
of real properuy rights have been too narrow in scope.
Mainstream properfy rights reform efrorts generally emphasrze purely technic aI and administrative issues without transforming major public and private institutions, which are in
large part responsible for the malfunctioning properry rights
system. For reform to be successful, governments must
simultaneously address multiple issues surrounding the legal,
economic, and organLzational deficiencies of the existing
system.The ultimate goal should be to facrlttate creation and

promotion of formal markets for real properfy that are not
simply based on blindly copying systems from other countries or establishing computenzed technology for land
titling.
Peru's urban Properry Rights Program goes beyond the
more traditional "technical" applications of properfy-based
reform by addressing the issues of transaction costs, applying
cost-benefit technologies, and holistically building social
integration and trust between communities and governments. The program transforms informal market "onlookers" into active players in capttal markets. In doing so, it
increases the base and scope of capital markets and enables
properfy-related institutions such as real property registries
to work in a more efrective and efficient manner.

hearing was held to discuss needs and the next steps for
resolving the problem of informal ownership.As a result of
this meeting, fwo essential new laws were passed as the basis
of the new properuy rights system: one law created the
Registro Predial, the properfy registry, which drastically
reduced transaction costs; the other law consolidated the
functions of 1,4 agencies into one titling agency, the
Commisi6n para Ia Formaltzacr6n de la Propriedad
Informal (COFOPRI). The cost for registering and titling
properfy was reduced overnight from $2,000 to $50, and the
length of time necessary for registering and titling properfy
dropped from 15 years all the way down to 6 weeks or less.

PROPERTY RIGHTS REFORM-A NEW

DEVELOPMENT PARADIGM.
PERU'S URBAN PROPERTY RIGHTS
PROGRAM: IMPACTS AND OUTCOIWES
Peru began to initiate legal reforms for the establishment of
properfy rights in the late 1980s and early 1990s. These
activities laid the groundwork for implementing major
reforms in selected urban areas by the World Bank in 1992
- a $500,000 pilot prqect financed by r Japanese Technical
Assistance Facilicy. Peruvian land reform continues today
with assistance from a $37 million loan made by the World

Bank in 1997. By August 2000, the Urban Property Rights
Program had assisted close to 7 million Peruvians in securing land title, introducing more than $4 billion of previously informal real estate assets to the organLzed capitalmarkets.
Since the beginning of the program, property values for the
newly formalized urban land increased by more than $1.2
billion. Preliminary results from a baseline household survey
suggest that there is a direct correlation between properfy
formalization, perception of tenure securiry and willingness
to increase investment. A significantly higher proportion of
properfy owners with forcnaltzed rights enter the credit
markets and increase the value of their assets by obtaining
financing to make physical improvements.
K.y to the program's success is the careful analysis of citizens' needs, by studying the specific circumstances and listening to people's concerns. In the early 1990s, a public

Formahzation of properfy rights is not just an isolated technical exercise in defining the ownership of tangible assets.
More importantly, it is a process that integrates the assets of
the informal sector into the legal and economic system of
modern society. By integrating low-income families into the
fabric of modern life, rt creates rights and obligations that
permit small properfy owners to develop a greater sense of
partnership with the government and private sector,
enhances properfy values, and leverages financial resources
for generating economic growth and prosperiry.
Although the design of properfy rights reform musr
always consider specific circumstances within each individual nation, two important lessons can be drawn from failed
past attempts: a) reforms should be demand-driven and useroriented; and b) governments should match their resources

to their capabilities.The institutional framework of a formal
properfy rights system consists of three necessary elements:
(i) the legal framework that defines properfy and guides the
behavior and incentive structure of properfy-related transactions; (ii) the agencies that implement and administer properfy rights; and (iii) the institutions responsible for properfy
rights enforcement. Reform of the properfy rights system in
Peru successfully focused on the three main fundamentals of
formalrzatron:1) establishing appropriate legislation;
2) building effective organuzations; and 3) crearing suitable
enforcement mechanisms.
Formahzing properfy rights is both a social and political
goal, and clearly can be used to promote a more competitive and sustainable economy. The holistic apprcach in Peru
is a cross-sector strategy for creating free real property rnarkets, where transaction costs are minimized,rights and obligations are enforced, and most importantly, a modicum of
trust between the people and their government begins to
be established. r
Elena Panarifis fs a Priuate-Puhlic Manageffient Specialist
at The World Bank in Washington, DC, and initiator af the
Urban Property Rights Program in Peyu.

Metropolitan Manila: People's Participation and Social
Inelusion in A Global City-Region
APRODICIO A. LASUIAN
University of British Columbia
SOCTO-ECONOMTC CHALLENGES FACING

METROPOLITAN MANILA
Issues of urban governance are crucial to the future of metropolitan Manila because the current situation in the region poses
tremendous challenges. For one, this mega-region is continuing
to urbantze and grow very rapidly.'While inner-cicy communities like Escolta and Binondo have deteriorated and are losing
population, suburban areas like Pasig Ciry andTagurgare gro\Ming at arL annual rate of 4.65 and 7.1,I percent respectively.
Metropolitan Manila is an administrative intergovernmental
jurisdiction formed in 1975 encompassing the City of Manila,
3 other major cities, and 13 municipalities.Today it accounts for
28 percent of the total urban population of the Philippines and
contributes 15 percent of the urban poor nationwide.

The main challenges factng metropolitan Manila are
the lack of sufficient affordable housing, and inadequate
urban services. Innovative approaches such as community
upgrading of sites and services have been carried out since
the 1960s, but these have failed to adequately respond to
the needs of the bottom 20 percent of urban low-income
families. The Zonal Improvement Program, and the Slum
Improvement and Renewal programs have made safe
drinking water, flush toilets, paved pathways and other
basic needs accessible to many of the poor, but demand for
decent quality affordable housing still far outstrips available
supply. The Community Mortgage Program has enabled
some low-income families to bry the land upon which
their shanties are built, but this initiative has been plagued
by insufficient land and government financing.
Meanwhile, the private housing sector has mainly focused
its attention on market -rate, middle-income housing
building thousands of new subdivision developments on
the urban periphery and, sometimes, siphoning off funds
earmarked for the poor and investing it in building homes
for a more aflluent population.
Metropolitan Manila's nearly 11 million residents generate
over 6,000 tons of solid waste per day, 10 percent ofwhich ends
up polluting various rivers and canals. Nearly r11 of the trash
dumps and landfills in the metropolitan region arc akeady filled
capaciry. During 1999,a mountain of garbage in Payatas collapsed and buried more than 200 scavengers,leading to the closure of the entire facficy. The passage of the Clean Air Act in

to

1998 outlawed the use of incinerators to burn garbage. As

a

consequence, metropolitan Manila now relies exclusively on
open dumps or sanitary landfills. Flowever, a strong not-in-mybackyard (NIMBY) attitude among local governments has created huge problems in finding new dump sites.

About 42 percent of all motor vehicles in the Philippines
are registered in metropolitan Manila. Thus the region is
perpetually caught in traffi,c gridlock - the average vehicle

Manila, Philippines

speed

on a major thoroughfare such as Epifanio de los

kilometers per hour. Motor
vehicle traffic continues to increase, despite the construction
underway on the second phase of the metropolitan rapid
transit system. One-third of the more than 18 million vehicular trips per day rely on low capacuty private vehicles, while
another 45 percent of these daily trips are by unscheduled
jitneys and buses. Air qualicy in metropolitan Manila is so
bad that some oflicials fear there may be harmful health
effects on children from mercury and other air pollutants.
Metropolitan Manila suffers from acute water shortages
during the sufiuner months, along with substantial flooding
during the monsoon season. Manila's waterworks system was
first installed in 1B7B and has not kept up with the ciry" population growth. In May 2000,it was estimated that only about
63.5 percent of the fresh water supplied by the system was
accounted for, with the rest being lost to leakage of various
kinds. Over 50,000 households have no access to sanitary hcllities. The metropolitan sewer system covers only 20 percent of
Santos Avenue rarely exceeds 1,2

the total population, with the other households relying on septic tanks or disposal of waste water tn canals and rivers.

During the rainy season, metropolitan Manila is frequently flooded. Over 44 square kilometers
7 percent of
the land in the metropolitan regio are frequently
prone
to substantial flooding. Since metropolitan Manila is hit by
almost a dozen ryphoons each yea\ considerable damage is
caused by floods.The situation is made doubly hazardous by
the fact that the cicy's sanitary sewers and storm drainage
systems are combined, posing serious health threats of
cholera, hepatitis and other water-borne diseases during
floods. The Pasig River, the Marikina River and other
waterways in metropolitan Manila are biologically dead. Fish
and shellfish from Manila Bav are not safe to eat because of

contamination and the periodic outbreaks of red tide disease
that occur during the summer months.
From 1987 to 1992, metropolitan Manila suftered from a
severe shortage of electrical energy. Curtailment of electriciry
6(f1e1ynss1s"- took place almost daily, causing
service
huge losses in production and coffunerce. President Ramos
was granted emergency powers to solve the energy crisis,
which he addressed mainly by importing additional secondhand electrical generating equipment, along with massive
quantities offoreign oil.The prlatization of some of the electricity distribution lines has introduced increased efficiency to
the grid system, but the National Power Corporation, a major
government-owned energy supplier, is saddled with a huge

verted into Special Economi c Zones devoted to promoting
the growth of export-oriented businesses. Subic B"y, for
example, now employs more than twice the number of

financial debt that makes it unattractive to private investors.
In spite of the above-mentioned challenges faced by metropolitan Manila, there is room for optimism in the future
because regional cooperation and collaborative action is
becoming more viable as a solution to dealing with major
problems. The current expansion of the metropolitan rapid
transit system promises to help ease motor vehicle trafrtc congestion. The construction of toll roads and skyways linking
metropolitan Manila to other urban centers also will alleviate
some local traffrc congestion. A computertzed trafrrc manage-

ment is considering a proposal to develop Clark as the

ment and monitoring system is now operatingat a metropolitan level, improving regional cooperation. Experimental
approaches, such as limiting the number of vehicles operating
in the central city on certarn days and times, should also help
reduce urban congestion. Greater use of trafrtc aides by the
Metropolitan Manila Development Authority to promote
stricter enforcement of traffi,c laws may have a positive
trnpact, although inadequate driver education along with
widespread corruption in the issuance of drivers' licenses and
the "fixing"of traffi,c tickets continue to be serious problems.
Residents of metropolitan Manila also can look forward to
better water services.The completion of the Umiray Dam
will provide adequate water supplies for the rrext 21, years.
Prlatizing the Metropolitan 'Waterworks and Sewerage

Authoriry may produce more efficient service. Under the privatizatron agreement, which is in effect until 2021, the total
integrated water, sewers, and sanitation system involves investments of $7.5 billion of which $4.5 billion is allotted to the

'West

Zone.In

-West

Zone alone, which covers over 540
square kilometers, these new private investments would pay
for 1,000 kilometers of new water pipes, 200,000 new water
connections, and replacement of 200,000 water meters.
Strategic planning and coordinated regional action are also
likely to enable metropolitan Manila to control and regulate
urban sprawl. Philippine government officials now see the
the

merits of a comprehensive development plan for the Manila
region that encourages development of peripheral urban
corrlmercial and residential growth poles that are closely and
efficiently linked to the central cify through transportation
and telecommunications infrastructure. Metropolitan Manila
has recently gained access to the excellent infrastructure and
facilities of the formerAmerrcan military Nrry base at Subic
Bry andAir Force base at Clark.To further the regional development strategy, these former military bases have been con-

Philippine workers than were formerly hired by the
American military. Increasing numbers of Philippine workers
are now employed by high-tech companies, recreation and
tourism enterprises, and a wide range of business and consumer services. Similar success has been achieve d at Clark in
attracting the electronics and tourism industries. These fwo
Special Economi c Zones are being linked by efficient transportation systems to metropolitan Manila and other urban
centers. Soon metropolitan Manila's rapid transit lines will be
extended to Subic Bry and Clark, and the Philippine govern-

nation's main international airport.
All in all, regional plannin g and governance are slowly
starting to improve conditions in metropolitan Manila. The
prlatization of some services has helped improve efficiency
in metropolitan service delivery. A continuing obstacle has

been the previous legacy of decentrahzation to small and
weak local government units. If metropolitan Manila is to
effectively meet its development challenges, broader regional governance mechanisms are needed, and must obtain support and gain cooperation from advocates of local autonomy and decentrahzation.

PARTICIPATORY APPROACHE
GOVERNANCE

S

TO

The particular nature of Phfippine soci.ty, including the
commitment to democracy and strong belief in the importance of civic participation, has translated into growing pres-

sure for crttzen involvement in urban

governance.
Interestingly, the abuses of the Marcos dictatorship seem to
have fueled the formation of non-governmental organtzations,
people's coalitions and movements, and other civil sociefy
groups. The po\ /er of such citizen groups reached its zenith
during the 1986 "people power" revolution that toppled the
Marcos dictatorship. At present, there are at least 58,000 nongovernmental organtzations of various types nationwide that
are officially registered with the Philippine Securities and
Exchange Commission, and many more that remain unregistered. These civil sociefy groups are involved in practically all
aspects of governance. Many are nationa\ coordinated
through a confederation of non-governmental organrzations
called the Caucus of Development NGO Nenvorks.

The 1987 Philippine Constitution ofhcially

recognizes

the importance of civil sociery groups in the following provisions:

, The State

shall encourage non-governmental, communicy-based, or sectoral organrzations that promote the
welfare of the nation (Article II, Sectton 23).

. The

State shall respect the role of independent people's
organrzations to enable the people to pursue and protect, within the democratic framework, their legitimate
and collective interests and aspirations through peaceful and lawful means (Article XIII, Section 15).

. The right of the people and their organLzations to
effective and reasonable participation at all levels of
social, political and economic decision-making shall
not be abridged (Article XIII, Section 16).
Pursuant to the Constitution, sectoral organuzations were
mobilized in the 1998 presidential and local elections to elect
representatives to the Philippine House of Representatives.
Similar campaigns were also waged to elect sectoral representatives to local government councils. This initial election
process faced many difficulties, including the confusion in
differentiating genuine crtizen groups from governmentsponsored organtzations and surrogates for political parties.
Yet a number of genuine grassroots representatives actually
got elected to the national legislature and local councils.
The Local Government Code of 1991 also provided for
the participation of communicy-based organrzations and
other cttizen groups in the formal structure of legislative
bodies, such as cify and municipal councils. It urged that
civil society groups be included as joint venture partners
with private and public sector entities in carrying out development proJects. The government also was authorized to
provide funds to non-governmental organuzations and other
civic groups to enhance their capabilities for contributing to
economic, social, and community development.
At present, active participation in local governance by
non-governmental organrzations and other groups can take
the following forms:

*

Collaboration in policy setting and planformulation:Elected
sectoral representatives in the national legislature and in

local government councils oflicially participate in policy setting and plan formulation. For example, the pas-

sage of the "Integrated Ecologtcal Solid'Waste
Management Act of 2000" 'was partly attributed to the
effective lobbying efforts of orgamzations such as the
Eco-Waste Management Coalition, the Recycling

Movement of the Philippines, Mother Earth,
Greenpeace, and Zero-Waste Management.

*

*

Collaboration in program and project implementation: National
and local government agencies are required to involve
civil sociefy groups in progranT and prqect implementation as well as monitoring and evaluation. Such particip ation includes non-governmental organrzations providing training for citizens to prepare for project involvement; the actual subcontracting of prqect implementation to local groups as is done with the Community
Mortgage Program;joint financing of development proJects; and project monitoring and evaluation of program
impacts. Non-governmental orgaruzation representatives
have been appointed to governmental councils such as
the Philippine Council for Sustainable Development.

tions have been carried out by such citizen and cofiIrnunity-based networks. Civil society groups also have participated actively in mass media campaigns, public dialogue, and even street demonstrations enabling their voices to be heard.Although some of these grassroots activists
have been crrticrzed by some public officials for being
confrontational and antagonistic, many ordinary people
rely on them as objective sources of information that
otherwise would not be available from government agencies or established media outlets. This "alternative press"
movement has been very active in providing useful information and education to the general public.
Thousands of civil society groups in metropolitan Manila
and other parts of the Philippines have achieved many successes through their active participation in governance as
policy advocates, lobbyists, and joint venture partners with
state institutions tn carcying out programs and proJects.The
passage of the Llrban Development and Housing Act of

1992 shows the power of local groups in influencing national legislation. The driving force behind the vigorous advocacy campaign was a coalition called the I-Jrban Land
Reform Task Force, made up of a wide variefy of business,
professional, faith-b as e d, and reform or ganrzatio ns inclu ding
the National Congress of LJrban Poor Organizations, the
Foundation for Development Alternatives, the BishopsBusinessmen's Conference, and the National Urban Poor
Movement for Urban Land Reform.
This broad-based grassroots movement succeeded in

winning passage of the 1992 Urban Development and
Housing Act by pursuing several k.y strategies. First, the
groups engaged in coalition building that harmonrzed their
education and advocacy efforts and strengthened their base
of support. This was not easy because the groups were made
up of very different orientations, ranging from the radical
Socialist Party of the Philippines to the conservative churchbusiness coalition of the Bishops-Businessmen's Conference.
Second, the civil sociefy groups engaged in horizontal and
vertical linkages, combining the efforts of mass-based urban
poor groups with elite forces in the religious and civic communities. Third, the civil society groups tapped the support

Participation in pwblic irformation and dissemination actiuities:

Many government agencies find non-governmental
orgafizations and other civil sociery groups very effective
in gathering and disseminating information. For example,
eftbrts to inform the public about key issues during elec-

Manila, Phillppinee

of power brokers such as key legislative leaders, the Cardinal,
groups of lawyers, and the religious orders. Fourth, these
groups waged an active media campaign, aided by journalists
and editors sympathetic to their cause, that kept the issue on
the front pages until the law was passed. Finally, the civil sociecy groups did not neglect their technical work. They were

deeply involved in formulating the legislation, conducting
research, and mobilizing sound data as the basis for strong
arguments. They effectively utilized such well-documented
arguments for housing and urban land reform by learning
the intricacies of parliamentary techniques and debate and
applying them to good use by working together with their
allies in the House of Representatives and the Senate.
Despite the acknowledged involvement in urban governance by non-governmental organLzations in metropolitan
Manila, there are numerous points of contention. Some civil
society leaders feel that the government is not sincere in inviting them to participate more actively in governance - that a
primary goal of government leaders is simply to co-opt local
groups into supporting the government's preconceived agen-

da. On the other hand, some government officials accuse
communiry activists of primarily organrzing opposition
movements rather than genuinely collaborating with public
policy. This uneasy tension befween government and civil
society is a carryover from the period of the Marcos dictatorship, when many of the non-governmental organrzations
were established explicitly as opposition groups for democratic reform.

Civil society leaders categorrze non-governmental
organizations (NGOs) and people's organizations (POs) in
the Philippines on the basis of their autonomy or dependence on governmental resources. One humorous version of
such classification by a prominent corrrrnunity activist
includes the following:

) CLIAPOs, or Genuine Autonomous

People's
Organizations are truly independent and shun the support of government, business groups, and people with
vested interests.

'

DJAI'{GOs or Development, Justice and Advocacy
Non-Governmental Organizations are autonomous
organrzations that provide support services to the poor.
Many of them receive support from international organizations but they insist on their functional independence.

' TZNGOs or Traditional

Non-Governmental

Organizations are more likely to be charitable, welfare
and relief organlzations usually formed by .rpper and
middle-income people to help the poor.

o

GRl /GOs or Government Run or Initiated NonGovernmental Organizations are usually set up by state
organrzations to pursue activities in support of government functions. They are similar to GRIPOs or

and Initiated People's
Organizations, that are set up mainly to receive funds

Government Run

and other resources from the government (The term
"gripo" in Thgalog literally means "faucet").

'

BONCOs or Business-Organized Non-Governmental
Organizations are set up by the private sector to
achieve specific benefits such as land acquisition
through public authorify, tax reductions, or mechanisms for quelling labor unrest.

It is obvious from the nomenclature of organizations
mentioned above that the main criterion for classification is
their goals and objectives, the nature of their funding support, and their relative autonomy from various special interests. Some communify activists in metropolitan Manila are
highly critical of cttizen groups that act primarily as advocates for the government, the private business sector, or
other funding sources. The cynicism that is apparent in the
classifications noted above creates tension among the groups
themselves. Although the Caucus of Development NGO

Networks has tried to achieve harmony and cooperation,
there continues to be considerable disagreement.
Despite the competition and suspicion among civil sociefy groups in metropolitan Manila, there is widespread consensus that a united front should be set up to avoid potential manipulation or divide-and-rule tactics by the government. Local groups often have united to oppose governmental efforts that impose greater regulations on their activities. For example, some non-governmental organuzations do

not want to submit to formal accreditation and registration
with the Securities and Exchange Commission.They object
to fiscal requirements that they should officially account for
the funds they receive. They feel that these control mechanisms are designed to diminish their power and independence. Government agencies, in turn, argue that it is irresponsible for local groups to receive funds without adequate
public accounting. Even in the case of funds that come from
international orgtnrzations, public ofiicials insist that full
financial disclosure should be the rule.

Many observers of the Philippine situation have commented favorably about the increasing management professionalization in civil sociefy groups. Widely recognized
NGOs, such as the Philippine Rural Reconstruction
Movement, Philippine Business for Social Progress, and the
Caucus of Development NGO Nefworks, are led by highly
trained and competent managers who have had long careers
as executives for such organLzations. In the case of many
small and struggling grassroots groups, however, their leaders are too often engaged in a constant search for operating
funds just to survive. Most of these organuzations simply
cannot afford to pay the salaries for full-time professional
management. Indeed, some communify leaders fear that
their organLzations may become too big and bureaucratized,
which could diminish the political effectiveness and grassroots accountabiliry of their groups and movements. e
Dn Aprodicio A, Inquian is Professor Emeritus af Community
and Regional Planning anil former Director of the Centre for
Human Settlements at the Uniuersity of British Columbia in
Vancouuer, Canada.This article is ailaptedfrom a paper deliaered
at the Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars, Urban
Governance Workshop, December 6-7, 2A00, Washington, D C.

Developing New Financial Instruments in Mexieo and
Other Nations to Expand Affordable Homeownership
SQULA PRO)rENAS
Fannie Mae
exico, like many countries around the world, faces
of affordable housirg.As a result,
the Mexican government established Fondo de
a severe shortage

Operaci6n y Financiamiento Bancario a laVivienda (FOVI)

in 1963, a trust fund administered by Banco de M6xico, to
help provide homeownership financing for low-income
families and increase the supply of affordable housing in
Mexico. Recogntzing FOVI's need to establish a sustainable
source of housing funds, FOVI-Banco de M6xico consulted
Fannie Mae to help refine FOVIt strategic financing plan.

In

art attempt

to

address housing finance issues, the

Mexican Government has made substantial institutional and
legislative changes with support from the international
housing finance industry. In the late 1990's, FOVI-Banco de
M6xico began to adjust financing procedures and overall
scope to match housing needs more closely, looking to
Fannie Mae because of their expertise in housing finance in
the United States. As a large secondary mortgage market
institution with over five decades of experience, Fannie Mae

offers significant knowledg. of important issues in the
development of a sound national housing finance industry,
such as the use of leading edge technology, and managing

credit, interest rate, and operational risk.
Fannie Mae, responding to a large number of requests by
international entities and foreign governments, established a

department called International Housing Finance Services
(IHFS) more than a decade ago.The IHFS mandate is to
share Fannie Mae's experience with foreign governments

and private financial institutions worldwide. By working
abroad, Fannie Mae is able to keep abreast of new ideas and
best practices from outside the United States that could foster greater housing affordabiliry for families in Amertca.

FOVI-Banco de M6xico is not unique in its desire to tap
expertise. Addressing the needs of both emerging
and developed markets, Fannie Mae has shared its knowledge, including missteps and mistakes, with more than 30
countries over the past 10 years. This work encompasses
designing market-driven mortgage products; establishing the
conceptual design of consumer education programs; creatitg geographic risk and credit risk modeling in South
Africa; assessing the potential for developing a mortgagebacked securities market in Japan; and assisting in the development of business, operational, and technology infrastructure to help a secondary market conduit in Hong Kong
securitize and issue debt. Drawing on U.S. technological
expertise, Argentina has embarked upon the creation of a

into U.S.

secondary mortgage market. Jordanb attempts to develop an
efficient primary home mortgage lending market resulted in
a seminar that included workshops on loan product development and marketirg, credit underwriting, mortgage servicing, risk management and pricing, and portfolio management. In addition to on-site tailored training programs,
Fannie Mae hosts a semi-annual training Symposium at its
'Washington,
DC headquarters.The meeting takes place over
an entire week, with delegates from all over the world shar*
ing and learning from expert housing finance professionals.
A key component in the discussion of primary and secondary mortgage market development is the need to create
sound land registry as a building block for generating robust
housing markets. A sustainable housing finance system must
be founded on art established system of properfy rights,
properfy titling, and cIear, consistent legislation. It is upon
this foundation that a standardtzed primary mortgage market can be built.'When these building blocks are in place,
then the country can begin to explore alternative sources of
market-based housing finance.'While this may sound simple,
most countries around the world are still grappling with
establishing basic institutional frameworks.
Like many economies in development, Mexico continues to work on fostering a healthy housing market that will
create sustainable funding sources for affordable homeownership. Mexico has been building brick-by-brick each element of its housing finance system.'While there are still formidable challenges ahead, Mexico is moving forward with
the commitment that the foundation it is building will serve
generations to come. As a leading organrzatron in the U.S.
housing finance system, Fannie Mae will continue to support this process in Mexico and around the world. ;
Souia Frexenos ds Drireetor af Internatisttet Howsdng Ftmmmce
at Fannie Mae in Vlreshington, .DC,

Serufces
Mexico City, Mexico
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Making Cities Work: The Urban Strategy of the
If.S. Agency for International Development
DAVID PAINTER
LJ.S.

rbanrzation is relentlessly sweeping across the globe.
reason-be it the hope of gaining
employment, receiving better health care, or enjoying a more secure livelihood-the rapid demographic shift to
urban centers is redefining global development challenges for
the 21st century. In the past, international, governmental, and
non-profit development assistance organLzations targeted
rural areas as locations in which to reach the poor.Today they
must rethink many programs to include the growing population of impoverished and disenfranchised urban residents in
Regardless of the

developing countries. The U.S. Agency for lnternational
in late 1998 launched its Making
Cities Work strategy that sets forth its plan on how to address

Development (USAID)

urbanrzation as a development issue.
The Making Cities Work strategy aims to improve the
management of urban growth in the areas of governance,
infrastructure development, local economies, health, and the
environment. By focusing on these issues, the U.S. Agency
for International Development assists cities to:
o

Promote participatory democracy and high levels of
crttzen satisfaction with local institutions;

. Provide

basic infrastructure and housing

to serve all

their inhabitants;

r

Generate robust economic growth, with ample opportunities for employment; and,

. Offer safe and healthy

places to live and work,

within

a

sustainable environment.

In the 1990s, developing countries struggled to accommodate an astonishing 150,000 new urban dwellers each
d"y. During the first decade of the new millennium, this

Agency for International Development

number is projected to rise to 180,000 people daily, or more
than one million people moving into cities each week. The
impacts of such rapid growth in urban centers are complex,
and require moving beyond traditional development assistance strategies that focus separately on single-sector concerns such as economic growth, population and health,
democracy and governance, agriculture, and the environment. The Making Cities Work strategy recognizes that
urban problems must increasingly be addressed by comprehensive, multi-sectoral approaches in order to be effective.
Moreover, urban centers provide a valuable entry point
through which development programs can be broadened to
expand their effectiveness. The following examples illustrate
the Making Cities Work approach.

INDONESIA
To caprtaltze on the

synergies that exist in cities, USAID's
urban program in Indonesia combined environmental infrastructure and participatory governance by providing technical assistance to cicy governments. Over the five-year life of

this urban program, 26,000 neighborhood-based environmental infrastructure prqects were developed and implemented, including sewers, communal solid waste facilities,
culverts and drarnage ditches, public water supply reservoirs,
and corrununify bathing and toilet facilities. Millions of lowincome urban residents benefitted from an improved built

environment and increased employment. These "micro"
prqects were highly cost-eflective for USAID.
As an important aspect of infrastructure proJect development, USAID provided technical assistance to ciry government officials in order to factlttate opening up the planning
and coffununity development process to active cttizen participation. The Indonesian Ministry of F{ome Affairs adopted this participatory planning model as a best
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practice in cify management, and is promoting
its use nationwide. USAID's Indonesian urban
initiative is ar7 example of how multi-sectoral
approaches in this case combining environ-
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In addition to encouraging multi-sectoral development approaches, the Making Cities Work
strategy emphasizes the importance of building
alliances with public and private development
partners to coordinate investment efforts and
maximize overall program impact. In Durban,
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$ource: United Nations Centre for Human $ettlements (Habitat)

South Africa, USAID-working in close collaboration with
the Malaysian Government, the Kasigo Trust, Oxfam
Canada, and South African Regional (local government)
Kwazulu-Natal Proj ect
Preparation Trust. The T[ust collaborated with a private
South African development finance corporation to increase
low-income families' access to formal credit. Through this

Councils-co-funded the

innovative international partnership, the Trust successfully
leveraged a substantial amount of private sector loan financirg. In addition to targeting low-income families, the Trust
also reached out to female-headed households. A majoriry
of the 56,000 credit recipients are women.
USAID's program in South Africa also focuses on
improving affordable housing and the urban built environment for Durbant poorest residents, including increasing
homeownership opportunities. Approximately half of the
loans went toward building and renovating housing, while
the remaining loans were targeted to improving sanitation
facilities, roads, and storm water drarnage.By enabling urban
residents to gain access to private credit markets and to invest
funds in what they identified as their most urgent needs, the
entire Ciry of Durban benefited from creating healthier and
more attractive living conditions and a better environrnent.

In partnership with private

businesses, non-governmental

organrzations, and government agencies, USAID helped
expand the availabilicy of private financing for many lowincome South Africans and generate positive multi-sectoral
impacts on economic growth and quality of 1ife.

In today's world of 6 billion people nearly half of
abeady live in urban centers, cities will increasingly
play a rnajor role in economic development. The challenge
whom

to ensure that low-income families and communities fully
benefit from the urbamzatron process. The U.S. Agency for
International Development is committed to helping meet
that global challenge by implementing its Making Cities
is

Work

strategy.

To learn more, visit our Web site

at

www.makingcitieswork.org. .
David Painter is a Foreign Seruice Officer and Director of the
Office of Enuironment and (Jrban Programs at the U.S.
Agency for International Deuelopment inWashington, DC.

The trrban Development Timeline

:H
The Urban Development Timeline is a research inO Orrign pioject currently being developed by the Planning and Development Collaborative
International (PADC0), a for-profit consulting firm headquartered in
Washington, DC. The timeline is a comprehensive, multimedia technology, information management tool for international urban development
plannin$. lt will grow and deepen as various public and private partners

and

Deeroprrr;

contribute their knowledge and financial support to produce this unique
training tool, comprised of a multimedia Internet site on the World Wide
Web; a library; a CD-R0M/DVD series; a traveling exhibit a seminar
series; and other related products, services, and program initiatives to
realize the full potential of the Urban Development Timeline as a learning
tool for the global urban community

The content of the
D

Urban
evelopment llmeline reilects

ideas and eiperiences from
the past five decades of urban
development, 1950 to 2000
Within each deCade there are
five separate tracks: 1) benchmarks and trends; 2) polices
and programs; 3) institutional
roles; 4) best practices and
lessons learned; and 5) tools
and methodologies.

PADC0 is creating the initial
framework for the timeline
and developing guidelines for
prof essiona ls,

its use by

teachers, and organizations.
Themes and issues will be

prepared that review the
expe rien

c

e of

ind ividua

nations, and that cover

wide historical range

I

a

of

urban development strategies, case studies, and other
data As the project evolvei,

additional modules will be

tricking other important trends,

iOOeO for each decade

including successes and failures, to help improve public
and private decisionmaking
for urban policy, planning,
and development proiects.
Continually updated versions
of the Urban Development

Timeline can be viewed on
PADCO's Wen site:
wll4ry:padcoinc.com.
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Urban Applications of Geographic Information Systems
in Developing Countries
ELLEN BRENNAN-GALVIN
The United Nations
ver the past 30 years, the world's urban population
has more than doubled, increasing by 1.5 billion
inhabitants. In the next 30 years, most of the worldt
population growth will take place in urban areas of the
developing world, which may gain as many as rwo billion
inhabitants, increasing from 1.9 billion in the year 2000 to
3.9 billion by 2030. Much of this rapidly burgeoning urban
population lacks basic fresh warer supply, sanitation, adequate
housing, education, and health services. These people bear
the brunt of deteriorating urban environments and are
exposed to cumulative risks-dircy air and water, insufficient
waste removal, crime, traffic, and economic insecurify. Cities

which two decades ago had 30 neighborhoods and one million people are likely today ro have 130 neighborhoods and
millions more people, all with basic needs ro be satisfied.
Each of these urban conununities also requires institutions to
assure their orderly governance and to meet the difficult
demands and pressures that will come with rapid change.
A major reason why urban governments in many developing countries have not coped successfully with urban population growth is that they simply do not know what is happening within their local jurisdictions. Population data are severely lacking in most of the large cities in the developing world.
Most large cities in developing countries also lack sufficienr,
accurate , and current data on patterns of land conversion and
infrastructure deploymenr. (Jrban maps are frequently 20 to 30
years old and lack any description of entire sections of cities,
and particul^rly of the burgeoning peri-urban areas. Moreover,
records and information systems maintained by municipalities

and utfities throughout the developing world are genera\
poor. In most of these cities, each municipal agency or department typically maintains its ovvn database, often using diftering standards, and rarely sharing its data. Comp utenzation of
such data is still relatively unconunon.
'With the
spread of democrattzatton and decentralization
throughout much of the world in recent years, local governments are increasingly being required to operate with
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computer-aided design (CAD) systems , and data obtained
from archives by electronic transmission over the Internet
and other telecommunication networks-enabling urban
areas to be described and monitored in a much more accurate and timely fashion than was previously possible.
Data integration is one of the most valuable functions of
a GIS. A GIS uses geographic location ro relare otherwise
disparate data and provides a systematic way to collect and
manage location-based information crucial to local governance. Because the spatial location of every item of inforrna-

tion in a GIS database is known, geographic information
technology makes it possible, for example, to relate the qualiry of groundwater at a site with the health of its inhabiranrs,
or to compare development proposals with restrictions on
land use.This ability to overlay multiple location-specifi c data
sources gives GIS unique power in helping to make decisions
about places and to predict the outcomes of those decisions.
Linking location to information, for example, may help governments determine which parts of a city are most vulnera-

ble to

seasonal flooding or other natural disasters; or, to
decide where a cnty is growing the fastest and is most in need
of increased water, power, and telecommunication services.
Though GIS is a rapidly maturing technology,it is still at
an early stage of application in many developing countries.
Public sector managers in a number of developing-country
cities and metropolitan regions are beginning ro employ

GIS technology for diverse rasks, including land use and

urban growth planning and permit tracking; economic
development planning; infrastructure and transportation
planning and management; crime tracking and law enforcement planning; educational planning; comparison of program eflectiveness across local jurisdictions; taxation analysis
and record-keeping; public health risk analysis; site selection

?::;

governments must digest an immense amount of information to perform their duties in a farr and sound manner.

While not a par'acea Geographic Information Systems
(GIS) are becoming power l planning and management
tools in meeting long term strategic planning and management challenges, and in performing the diverse functions of

local government. Geographic Information Systems can
process data from a wide range of sources, including information obtained from maps, images of the earth from space
satellites, videos of the earth from low-flying aircraft,statistical data from published tables, photographs, data from
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for servtce factlities; site selection for locally unwanted land
environmental monitoring; and public information services.
One such example of a fully integrated GIS is in the State
of Qatar, which has been at the forefront of geographic information technology in the developing world. Qatar's GIS
activities began in 1988, and the entire country is now covered by r high resolution, digital topographic database. In one
particularly successful application, the availabilicy of digital
land parcel and building data for the entire country allowed
the Central Statistical Organiza;tion to conduct an extremely
comprehensive General Housing and Population Census in a
uses such as landfills; emergency rnanagement;

single day. Qatar's successful application of geographic infor-

mation technology cannot be easily replicated, however, since
many of the factors behind its success are relatively unique.
Such factors include the countryi small size,high-level political support, authorify to rnandate and enforce uniform standards, outstanding technical leadership, adequate funding,
centrahzed public sector institutions, and little previously
existing GIS activiry to impede coordination efrorts.
In terms of developing GIS technology, perhaps the other
extreme is Africa. Spatial data have always been available in
various forms in most countries in Afnca, especially in map
form. However, information technology in general, and the
geo-spatial data industry in particular, is quite undeveloped
in most African countries. A major problem is that laws and
administrative regulations give exclusive mandates to government departments, even when they lack the capaciry to
satis$r the needs of the expanding communify of data users.
The major sources of spatial information are the national
mapping agencies. Many municipal authorities also gather
spatial data, mainly land boundaries and properfy ownership
records. Efforts have been under way in a number ofAfrican
countries to create digital databases through conversion of
existing maps into digital format. In Botswana, for example,
the Department ofTown and Regional Planning has developed a digital database to support land use compliance in
Gaborone. Likewise, in Lesotho, the Mapping Agency has
been engaged in large-scale digital mapping for urban areas.
In most countries, however, meta-data-sets of organtzed
spatial data and information about those data-are in rudimentary stages, making it difiicult for potential users to know
what data is available.'Whereas the most effective data conduits are computer networks and the Internet, these are not
yet well developed and reliable on the African continent.
Most of the developing world lies somewhere in between.
In India,for example, a high level of knowledge of computerrzation has fueled explosive demand for digital geographic
data in recent years. For example, the new land use plan for
the Greater Mumbai (Bombay) Metropolitan Region has
been transferred to village maps to enable cittzens and other
concerned groups to understand the implications of the proposed land uses and to file objections and suggestions. In
Chennai (Madras), the government has developed a GIS database for expanding and upgrading the road newvork, prioritizinglinks for improvement and providing the framework for

ar7 integrated transportation information system. In

Buenos Aires, Argentina

Bangalore, the Development Authority has utilized GIS
applications for route planning and tracking of 200 (and even-

tually 2,000) private buses-using the Global Positioning
System (GPS) to monitor the location of the buses.

Mrjor

uses of GIS technology include promoting public
and reducing the impact of disasters through betterplanned evacuation and more efficient management of
emergency services. In Mumbai, the government is using
GIS technology to build a database and map the various
man-made and natural features in space that are directly
safery,

related to fire hazards, risk assessment, and service delivery.
Likewise, the government of Hyderabad has been developrn.g a GIS/GPS-based integrated emergency response management system for Hyderabad City. This project involves
the overlay of maps depicting land use, road networks, and
various aspects of emergency response, such as journey
speeds on all road links, and location and number of fire and
police stations and water filling points.
Elsewhere around the world there are many other innovative applications of GIS technology for urban management. The Kuwaiti Ministry of Public-Works has launched a
large-scale, computerrzed, in-house Kuwait Infrastructure
Maintenance Management System to assist in the mainte-

nance of the public works infrastructure-including roads,
bridges, sanitary and storm sewers, and street right-of-way
features. The-Water Authority of Jordan has employed GIS
technology to restructure and remodel the water supply network in the capital of Amrnan. LJnder the aegis of a $250
million caprtal investment program, this project involves
completely redesigning the water supply system in the cicy's
congested, densely populated core. In Dhaka, the
Government has been utilizing GIS technology to study
drainage in Dhaka Cicy.A digital elevation model was established for the catchment area' inundation maps were then
produced and various flooding scenarios of the past were
modeled. The government of Dhaka has found this technology to be very cost efficient, enabling it to develop sustainable

flood alleviation

schemes.

For most local governments, in developed as well

as

developing countries, GIS technology is still in its beginning

GIS is cypically a single agency operation, mainly
within the planning or engineering department.Although its
phases.

potential has not been fully realtzed in many urban settings,
GIS technology makes data sharing among departments possible so that, under ideal circumstances, local government
agencies can work together on coordinated activities.

In the not too

distant future, with improvements in the
usability of GIS technology, the number and rypes of GIS uses
and users are likely to expand exponentially. For one thing,
the expansion of GIS technology will mean that it need not
continue to be associated mainly with "hard" infrastructure
and engineering applications. Indeed, planners interested in
social issues, who typically have not had the technical skills to
use current GIS technology, will be far more capable of using
what might be called "second-wave" GIS.
On the negative side, many urban governments throughout the developing world have spent large sums of money

whether their own or from international donors - on
-GIS technologl, with little to show for it, partly because
of
insufficient training and various bureauc ratrc obstacles.
Moreover, governments in many developing countries are
grappling with difficult concerns over intellectual properry

rights, privacy issues, pricing policies, and so on.-While a
local government can now buy a reliable GIS system and
obtain a great deal of GIS data through purchase or conversion, there has been no similarly reliable way to create the
organtzational structures and experienced staff necessary to
support an effective GIS. Nevertheless, it is apparent that
Geographic Information Systems are beginning to change

how many urban governments throughout the world are
doing business, as both the complexify of societal interactions and the ease of data manipulation increases.The information age now makes it both possible and desirable to do
many things with geo-spatral data that were previously very
difficult, in order to gain valuable new insights on a variety
of urban plannirg, policy, and development issues. r
Dr. Ellen Brennan-Galuin is Chief of the Population Policy
Section of the United Nations Population Diuision in I,{ew

York City.

South African Archbishop Desmond T.utu and United States
Professor John Hope Franklin Embark on an International
and Intergenerational Journey Tbwards Interracial Peace
DOUGLAS SPIRO
'Wisdorn'Works

utw and Franklin:

A Jowrney Towards

Peace

documents

the historic first encounter between Nobel Peace
Prrze winner Archbishop Desmond Tutu and
renowned historian and Presidential Medal of Freedom
recipient Dr. John Hope Franklin. On Goree Island, the
infamous former slave port off the west African coast of
Senegal, the

two meet and discover surprising truths about

their personal and their nations' struggles for ractal peace.
Joined by ar7 international, interracial group of 21 high
school students, together they engage in a series of candid
encounters on race and begin an emotional journey towards
racral rec onciliation.

More than a documentarf,

Twtw and Franklin: A Journey
combines the wisdom of the elder statesmen and
the vitalify of the next generation in unexpected ways to create a new vision for global racial healing. Produced by'Wisdom
Wbrks, a nonprofit, multimedia company, the two-hour prograrnwas shown on public television nationwide in the United
States on February 9,2001 as part of Black History Month.
Executive producer Renee Poussairtt, an Emmy awardwinning broadcast journalist, established Washington, D.C.based'WisdomWorks with the goal of creating a better future
by bringing together the energy of the young with the wisdom of the past. Tutu and Franklin: A Journey Towards Peace
evolved from two projects focusing on race and reconciliation in the 21st century that took place on Goree Island.
In December 1998,'Wisdom Works extended invitations
to Archbishop Tutu and Dr. Franklin to meet for the first
time.They agreed to the meeting and to participate in a series
of videotaped conversations for a documentary on issues they
have fought for their entire lives.To coincide with the historic
Tutu and Franklin meeting and to look at new ways to move
Towards Peace

'Works

toward healing,'Wisdom
brought together a diverse
group of 21, high school students from the United States,
Senegal and South Africa to participate in a separate, intensive

week-long program on Goree Island. The program was
designed to encourage a new generation of young leaders to
focus on international issues of race and ethniciry.
Archbishop Tutu was head of South Africa's Truth and

Reconcfiation Commission, formed to help his country
move on from its painful legacy of racial separatism. Dr.
Franklin chaired President Clinton's Advisory Board on Race,
set up to launch "a great and unprecedented conversation
about race" across the United States. Both commissions issued
their final reports in late 1998. Both men were called on to
present their respective presidents with concrete proposals for
racial healing-proposals that may shape the social realities of
their nations and much of the world in the 21st century.
Amid the sadness of Goree Island's distressing past and
the beaury of Senegalb sandy shores, Archbishop Tutu, Dr.
Franklin, and the students came together to share their personal stories, challenge long-held views, discuss their differences and discover common concerns.Throughout the documentary, personal moments on Goree between Tutu and
Franklin are captured and personal histories of the two
unfold. Tutu and Franklin: A Journey Towards Peace follows the
students across the emotional spectrum from their arrival in
Senegal to their final tour of Goree Island's slave house with
its eerie cells and the "door of no retutn." The documen-

tary also explores the students' personal lives, from Dakar,
Senegal, to Cape Tbwn, South Africa; from upstate New
York, and Chicago, Illinois, to the Native American land of
New Mexico.
The Tutu and Franklin meeting, the student leadership
program, and their combined conversations are the foundation
of the documentary and the Journey Towards Peace Project.
This multi-year Project focuses on international, intergenerational, and interracial solutions to the difficult problems facing
us in this century. Programs include international satellite
video-conferences befween the original 21 students and many
other students at public schools and post-secondary institutions; ongoing international Internet dialogues on race; community and youth-initiated projects; and the Tutu-Franklin
Fellows Program for International Student Race Leadership
taining.The Fellows Program includes a series of U.S.-based
student diversity conferences and a Tutu-Franklin Fellows
Summit to be held in Cape Town, South Africa. o

Dr. John Hope Franklin and Archbishop Desmond Tutu

in Senegal

Douglas Spiro is a Producer atWisilomlVorks inWashington,
DC, and sented as Producer for the recent documentary rtl*,
Tutu and Franklin: A Journey Towards Peace.
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